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Audit called for in
embezzlement cases

Couner-JoumallAP Photo
James Dobson, president of the Colorado-based Focus on the Family, addresses an
audience during the "Justice Event," at Highview Baptist Church Sunday in Louisville,
Ky. Evangelical religious leaders on Sunday called on churchgoers at the event to help
bring an end to the filibuster of federal judicial nominees, a move the Senate leader said
he is considering.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Recent discoveries that state
employees embezzled hundreds
of thousands of dollars from the
state's welfare system has
prompted more investigations
and a request by the attorney
general for an audit.
Over the past three years,
more than a half a million dollars was embezzled by 13 state
welfare caseworkers.
In the largest case, a former
Monroe County welfare agent
pleaded guilty to writing nearly
500 checks worth a total of
$437,000 to himself and his
then-girlfriend. The money was
Oaying for a $1,000-a-day
OxyContin habit.
Investigators from the attorney general's office said they
think the cases may be only the
beginning. But they say they are
having trouble getting informa-

Conservatives call
for end to filibuster
By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A group of
Evangelical religious leaders called on churchgoers to help bring an end to the filibuster of federal
judicial nominees, a move the Senate leader said
he is considering.
The ministers and TeTigious political 'activists,
speaking Sunday to an estimated crowd of about
1,700 at the Highview Baptist Church and more
than 425 churches nationally linked in by video,
said the Senate needs to give President Bush's
nominees an up or down vote.
"We're not asking for the senators to vote for or
against the nominees. We're just asking them to
vote," said Tony Perkins, president of the Family
Research Council of Washington, D.C.
The comments came during a rally called
"Justice Sunday," an event organizers say was
aimed at getting values voters to pressure the
Senate into eliminating filibusters ofjudicial nominees.
Senate Majority leader Bill Frist, appearing on
a videotape broadcast on giant television screens,
said he's considering moving to end the filibuster.
"Either confirm the nominees or reject them.
Don't leave them hanging," Frist said.
The filibuster, a 200-year-old tradition in the
Senate, gives 41 of 100 senators the right to hold
unlimited debate on a subject. It takes 60 votes to
end the debate and hold the vote. Democrats have
banded together to block votes on 10 of Bush's
nominees, while allowing votes on more than 200
judges.
One of the judges who was blocked,- former
federal judge Charles Pickering of Mississippi,

called the tactic unconstitutional and said it should
be ended permanently if it is used again.
Pickering said the Constitution requires a simple majority to approve or reject a nominee.
Because a filibuster requires 60 votes to overcome, he said it is an unconstitutional barrier.
"The constitutional solution is the only option
if there is another filibuster of a judiannomince.Pickering said. "Why shouldn't the Constitution
be followed?"
Pickering's bruising battle for a seat on a federal appeals court abruptly ended when Bush, in a
recess appointment, elevated him without congressional approval.
Democrats threatened a filibuster of
Pickering's nomination, accusing him of supporting segregation as a young man, and promoting
anti-abortion and anti-voting rights as a state lawmaker. Pickering has denied the allegations.
He announced his retirement in December, saying he would not seek nomination for a permanent
seat.
Other speakers denounced judicial rulings
legalizing abortion and striking down anti-sodomy
laws.
Putting more evangelicals on the court will
mean rulings more in tune with the religious convictions of churchgoers, said R. Albert Mohler Jr.,
president of the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.
"We are not asking for persons merely to be
moral.- Mohler said."We want them to be believers in the Lord Jesus Christ."
James Dobson, president of the Colorado-

tion from the Health and Family
Services Cabinet to open a wider
inquiry.
A year ago, the attorney general's office requested that the
cabinet conduct an internal audit
that would identify workers paying out unusual amounts of benefits.
Attorney
General Greg
Stumbo said last May that systemic deficiencies in social
assistance programs managed
by the cabinet's Department for
Community Based Services
makes the programs susceptible
to fraud.
Because of apparent breakdowns in communications
between the cabinet and investigators in the attorney general's
office, that internal audit never
happened.
Wes Butler, the deputy general counsel of the health cabinet,

said he believed his office had
provided all the information
requested by the attorney general's investigators.
But Lee Wise. supervisor of
the attorney general's office,
said his investigators need more.
"If we're given the information we've asked for over the
last year, I think we'll find that a
lot of case workers have gotten
benefits and a lot of friends of
case workers have gotten benefits from the state that they
shouldn't have," Wise said.
The state's approximately
5,000 welfare workers have
more than $250 million in public assistance funds to distribute
at their disposal.
Butler said that while an
audit has not yet taken place, the
office is providing information

See Page 2A

And They're Off!
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Run for Freedom take off
Annual
Second
Way's
Youth participants in the United
Murray State University Saturday
quickly for their part in the half-mile event at
right), organizer of the event,
morning. Murray businessman Tung Dinh (running,
about 50 percent of that
with
cause
said about $1,000 had been raised for the
ts took part in the
participan
dozen
amount or more going to the charity. About two
adult race.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Jesse
Thirteen-year-old
McCallon learned a lot about
firearms while he was a Boy
Scout. He's always wanted to
know more, so he is now one of
about two dozen youngsters taking part in firearms training in a
new 4-H program.
McCallon, a seventh-grader
at Calloway Middle School,
recently practiced shooting
skeet with a shotgun with the
Calloway County 4-H Shooting
Sport Club at the Land Between
the Lakes National Recreation
Area target range.
He hopes to pit his skills in
upcoming regional and state-
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4

level competitions against his
peers as soon as possible.
"I've always like to target
shoot, so when t heard about this
I signed up," he said. "You can
get into competition this way
and I think I'd like to do that."
Charlton
teammate,
A
Claywell, 13, an eighth-grader
at Murray Middle School. said
he first learned how to handle
firearms while hunting. "I like to
hunt, so when this came along I
joined up to get some more practice. I've hunted deer and some
dove," Claywell said.
Barbara Sims. a seven-year
U.S. Army veteran and coordinator of the program, said her
primary focus is to make sure
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recent organizational meeting,
Sims reported that 47 students
had shown an interest in the
club. Dan Wood, a military veteran and 4-H leader, is the
instructor for the group.
All participants must have an
adult with them to participate.
Parents, or an adult guardian.
stay with the youngsters at all
times and load the firearms for
them. Everyone must wear protective goggles and hearing protection.
Rocky
the
Sims said
Mountain Elk Foundation and a
few businesses in Murray have
helped to pay the costs of the
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young people from ages 9 to 19
learn the proper use of firearms.
She said similar programs have
been underway for some time
across the state and that the
Calloway team is getting into
the program a little late.
"Actually, we're one of the
last to join in the state," Sims
said. "Most of the kids are from
schools in Calloway County.
With all the shootings going on
around the country, this is a
good way to teach them how to
use a firearm safely."
The group practices with .22
caliber rifles and 12-gauge shotguns, however pellet and BB
guns are used occasionally and
for smaller students. During a
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National Medical Laboratory
Week (NMLW), April 24-30, is
a special time set aside to recognize medical laboratory professionals. It is a time of celebration for the approximately
265,000 medical laboratory professionals and 15,000 board-certified pathologists who perform
and interpret medical laboratory
tests.
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Audit called for in
embezzlement cases

Couner-Joumai/AP Photo

James Dobson, president of the Colorado-based Focus on the Family, addresses an
audience during the "Justice Event," at Highview Baptist Church Sunday in Louisville,
Ky. Evangelical religious leaders on Sunday called on churchgoers at the event to help
bring an end to the filibuster of federal judicial nominees, a move the Senate leader said
he is considering.

Conservatives call
for end to filibuster
By BRETT BARROUOUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A group of
Evangelical religious leaders called on churchgoers to help bring an end to the filibuster of federal
judicial nominees, a move the Senate leaaor said
he is considering.
The ministers and-religious Politicarktivists,
speaking Sunday to an estimated crowd of about
1,700 at the Highview Baptist Church and more
than 425 churches nationally linked in by video,
said the Senate needs to give President Bush's
nominees an up or down vote.
"We're not asking for the senators to vote for or
against the nominees. We're just asking them to
vote," said Tony Perkins, president of the Family
Research Council of Washington, D.C.
The comments came during a rally called
"Justice Sunday," an event organizers say was
aimed at getting values voters to pressure the
Senate into eliminating filibusters of judicial nominees.
Senate Majority leader Bill Frist, appearing on
a videotape broadcast on giant television screens.
said he's considering moving to end the filibuster.
"Either confirm the nominees or reject them.
Don't leave them hanging," Frist said.
The filibuster, a 200-year-old tradition in the
Senate, gives 41 of 100 senators the right to hold
unlimited debate on a subject. It takes 60 votes to
end the debate and hold the vote. Democrats have
banded together to block votes on LO of Bush's
nominees, while allowing votes on more than 200
judges.
:former
One of the judges who was blocked
federal judge Charles Pickering of Mississippi,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Recent discoveries that state
employees embezzled hundreds
of thousands of dollars from the
state's welfare system has
prompted more investigations
and a request by the attorney
general for an audit.
Over the past three years,
more than a half a million dollars was embezzled by 13 state
welfare caseworkers.
In the largest case, a former
Monroe County welfare agent
pleaded guilty to writing nearly
500 checks worth a total of
$437,000 to himself and his
then-girlfriend. The money was
paying for a $1,000-a-day
OxyContin habit.
Investigators from the attorney general's office said they
think the cases may be only the
beginning. But they say they are
having trouble getting informa-

tion from the Health and Family
Services Cabinet to open a wider
inquiry.
A year ago, the attorney general's office requested that the
cabinet conduct an internal audit
that would identify workers paying out unusual amounts of benefits.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo said last May that systemic deficiencies in social
assistance programs managed
by the cabinet's Department for
Community Based Services
makes the programs susceptible
to fraud.
Because of apparent breakdowns in communications
between the cabinet and investigators in the attorney general's
office, that internal audit never
happened.
Wes Butler, the deputy general counsel of the health cabinet.

said he believed his office had
provided all the information
requested by the attorney general's investigators.
But Lee Wise, supervisor of
the attorney general's office,
said his investigators need more.
"If we're given the information we've asked for over the
last year, I think we'll find that a
lot of case workers have gotten
benefits and a lot of friends of
case workers have gotten benefits from the state that they
shouldn't have," Wise said.
The state's approximately
5,000 welfare workers have
more than $250 million in public assistance funds to distribute
at their disposal.
Butler said that while an
audit has not yet taken place, the
office is providing information

•See Page 2A
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called the tactic unconstitutional and said it should
be ended permanently if it is used again.
Pickering said the Constitution requires a simple majority to approve or reject a nominee.
Because a filibuster requires 60 votes to overcome, he said it is an unconstitutional barrier.
"The constitutional solution is the only option
if there is another filibuster of a ji.44121-nomiciee.,Picketing said. "Why shouldn't the Constitution
be followed?"
Pickering's bruising battle for a seat on a federal appeals court abruptly ended when Bush, in a
recess appointment, elevated him without congressional approval.
Democrats threatened a filibuster of
Pickering's nomination, accusing him of supporting segregation as a young man, and promoting
anti-abortion and anti-voting rights as a state lawmaker. Pickering has denied the allegations.
He announced his retirement in December, saying he would not seek nomination for a permanent
seat.

Other speakers denounced judicial rulings
legalizing abortion and striking down anti-sodomy
laws.
Putting more evangelicals on the court will
mean rulings more in tune with the religious convictions of churchgoers, said R. Albert Mohler Jr..
president of the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.
"We are not asking for persons merely to be
moral," Mohler said."We want them to be believers in the Lord Jesus Christ."
James Dobson, president of the Colorado-
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Sponsors sought for 4-H program teaching shooting safety

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo
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-organized
one of about two dozen members of the newly
4-H Shooting Sports Club.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Jesse
Thirteen-year-old
McCallon learned a lot about
firearms while he was a Boy
Scout. He's always wanted to
know more, so he is now one of
about two dozen youngsters taking part in firearms training in a
new 4-H program.
McCallon, a seventh-grader
at Calloway Middle School,
recently practiced shooting
skeet with a shotgun with the
Calloway County 4-H Shooting
Sport Club at the Land Between
the Lakes National Recreation
Area target range.
He hopes to pit his skills in
upcoming regional and state-

level competitions against his
peers as soon as possible.
"I've always like to target
shoot, so when I heard about this
I signed up," he said. "You can
get into competition this way
and I think I'd like to do that."
teammate, Charlton
A
Claywell, 13, an eighth-grader
at Murray Middle School. said
he first learned how to handle
firearms while hunting."I like to
hunt, so when this came along I
joined up to get some more practice. I've hunted deer and some
dove," Claywell said.
Barbara Sims, a seven-year
U.S. Army veteran and coordinator of the program, said her
primary focus is to make sure

young people from ages 9 to 19
learn the proper use of firearms.
She said similar programs have
been underway for some time
across the state and that the
Calloway team is getting into
the program a little late.
"Actually, we're one of the
last to join in the state," Sims
said. "Most of the kids are from
schools in Calloway County.
With all the shootings going on
around the country. this is a
good way to teach them how to
use a firearm safely."
The group practices with .22
caliber rifles and 12-gauge shotguns. however pellet and BB
guns are used occasionally and
for smaller students. During a
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All participants must have an
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them. Everyone must wear protective goggles and hearing protection.
Sims said the Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation and a
few businesses in Murray have
helped to pay the costs of the
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Report: Fletcher canceled consultants
contract amid kickback suspicions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al') —
The Fletcher administration canceled a consultant's contract
amid suspicions — but no proof
— that the consultant was getting kickbacks from insurance
companies, a newspaper reported.
The administration learned
last fall that the parent and sister
company of Mercer Human
Resource Consulting were the
targets of a lawsuit by the New
York attorney general's office.
The companies — Marsh &
McLennan Companies Inc. and
Marsh Inc. — paid $850 million
to settle the lawsuit.
Fletcher's office never directly tied Mercer to the charges in
the lawsuit, but terminated
Mercer's contract in January, the
State-Journal reported Sunday.
Insurance companies, in
some instances, pay brokers like
Mercer in return for the company or group the broker represents signing a contract for coverage with that particular insurance company.
In the industry the fees are
known as "placement service
agreements," or "commission
override payments," but some
call them kickbacks.
Margaret Handmaker, head
of Mercer's Louisville office,
denied the firm engaged in such
payment schemes in Kentucky.
She said in an interview with the
newspaper that company policy
forbids her from commenting on
her company's
work
in
Frankfort or for any other client.
Mercer had been a partner
with the state since 1998, work-

Town Crier
NOTICE
11 The Murray Independent
Board of Education will meet
in special session at 7:30 a.m.
Tuesday at the Carter
Administration Building. The
agenda includes approving
two leaves of absense and
considering Section 7 allocation requests for staffing.
si The Murray Planning
Commission will meet in special session at 5 p.m. Tuesday
in the Murray Electric System
board room on Olive Street.
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 5130
p.m in the same room. Both
groups will consider amending
the recorded final plat for a
planned development project
for two lots in Uriversity
Heights on Brooklyn Drive.
• To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

ing on the health-care package
that currently covers 229,000
state employees, retirees and
their dependents.
If the service agreements that
led to the New York settlement
were in effect here, it could have
resulted in the state and its
employees having to pay more
for the insurance package.
"We were never able to determine or substantiate whether
Mercer received override commissions," said John Roach,
general counsel to the governor.
"Although Mercer worked within terms of providing us
responses, we ultimately decided that we were not going to be
able to — in a timely fashion —
in essence, figure it out."
Suspicions about Mercer surfaced in a series of correspondence between the Finance and
Administration Cabinet and
Mercer. It started with a letter
from Mercer alerting the state to
the Oct. 14 filing of the New
York lawsuit against its parent

and sister companies. That letter
was sent Oct. 20, the day after
the end of the fall special session
to rework the health-care plan.
During the course of the twoweek special session, House
committees heard testimony in
an attempt to determine if there
was any wrongdoing in the
design of the healthcare plan.
On Nov. 29, Michael
Kalinyak, executive director of
the Finance Cabinet's office of
general counsel, sent a letter to
Handmaker, saying that Mercer
had disclosed two payments
totaling just under $500,000 in
2004 from insurance companies
that sought the state contracts.
In the letter, Kalinyak gave
Mercer a Dec. 9 deadline to
explain the payments and allow
access to Mercer documents.
Kalinyak said he never got clear
answers about the reason for the
payments from the insurance
companies or if they could have
had anything to do with the state
contracts.

Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 1709 Chris Drive at 10:11 a.m. Friday.
•An injury accident was reported at 3:30 p.m. Friday at Sixth and
Poplar streets.
• Franklin H. Stevenson, 23, of Benton, was arrested for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300 after a shoplifting complaint at
6:25 p.m. Friday at Wal-Mart.
• A red Chevy was westbound on Ky. 94 East near the city limits
at 8:41 p.m. Friday. The driver was possibly drunk. The vehicle
was gone when an officer arrived. Five minutes later, an injury
accident was reported on Old Salem Road and involved multiple
vehicles. One driver left the scene on foot. Calloway County
Sheriff's Department assisted at the scene. A call from the hospital emergency room at 9:15 p.m. requested assistance with related subjects outside the ER.
• A burglary was reported at 11:12 p.m. Friday at 706 Glendale
Road.
• Someone was banging on the door at 11:54 p.m. Friday at
1302-A Michelle Court. Four officers responded to the burglary in
progress. Blane Ford, 22, and Evan Roberts, 18, both of Cadiz,
were arrested for second-degree burglary. Ford also was
charged with first-degree driving under the influence and Roberts
also was charged with possession of a fictitious license.
• The theft of a bathroom fixture was reported at Attitudes at
12:03 p.m. Saturday. It was the "Flush Out Cancer" toilet used to
raise money for Relay For Life.
• A burglary was reported at 12:52 p.m. Saturday at 213-K
Brentwood.
• A juvenile was charged with possession of marijuana and posGov. Ernie Fletcher
session of drug paraphernalia during a traffic stop.
Roach said officials decided • A cell phone was reported stolen at 1158 p.m. Sunday at
not to look further into the issue Kenlake Foods.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
and instead severed ties with
Mercer. Roach said that move • Three trucks with 15 men responded to a mobile home fire
allowed the state to move on Friday on Lovers Lane near Dexter. The mobile home was completely engulfed when firefighters arrived. The home was unoccuwith a different company — pied and a total loss. CCFR was on the scene for an hour.
PricewaterhouseCoopers — and • Two firefighters responded to a two-vehicle injury accident on
start work on the 2006 health- Outland School Road on Friday. They assisted with traffic control
and EMS:
care package.
• A structure fire was reported Sunday on Arnett Lane. Ten men
in two trucks responded to the abandoned house, which was
totally engulfed when they arrived. They were on the scene about
an hour.
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies.

Road work planned for Calloway
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The state Department of
Highways plans to conduct
maintenance
activities
on
Calloway County roads.
Crews were repairing a private entrance and completing
construction on Ky. 783 and Ky.
893 today. Similar entrance
repairs and construction on Ky.
893 will continue Tuesday along
with ditching operations on Ky.
893 and Ky. 1346.
Highway personnel will continue private entrance repairs
and complete construction work
on Ky. 121 on Wednesday. The
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo crews also will mow the slop on
Under the watchful eye of parents, young members of the new 4-H Shooting Sports Club Ky. 1346.
aim their rifles at a target about 50 feet away during practice at the LBL target range
Ditching operations on Ky.
recently. The youngsters are all students in the Calloway or Murray Independent school 1550, shoulder repair on Ky.
systems.
1497 and slow mowing on Ky.
1346 will be completed

•Safety ...
From Front
effort and LBL officials allow
the teams to use the target range
free of charge. Vanderbilt
Chemicals in Murray has supplied members with protective
eyewear.
However the club is looking
for more sponsors to help pay

the costs. Joe Geurin, of the
Rocky
Mountain
Elk
Foundation, said financial help
is needed to continue the program.
"They need some equipment
as well as money to pay fees,
travel and that sort of thing,"
Geurin said. "If any businesses

REGISTERED
REPRESENTATIVE

out there want to donate money
or equipment it will be appreciated."
Geurin said those wanting to
donate to the program should
call the Calloway County
Extension Office's 4-H extension at 753-1452. Sims may be
contatted by calling 753-7426.
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JEFFERSON PILOT
SECURITIES
JON D. KING

PancakeLogs

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

Jefferson Pilot Securities
C4D rparaticon Bran ch Office

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
ben nettmotorsinc
.com

901 Sycamore • Suite A • Murray, KY

• RETIREMENT PLANS • INVESTMENTS•INSURANCE
Jefferson Pilot SecJrities Corporation 5 a member of the NASD,SIPC and Boston St0Ck Excnange
Call 753-5236 For More Information

III Audit ...
From Front
to the attorney general's office
as requested.
"We have no written correspondence, no communications
that they've asked for anything
more than what we've already
provided," 'Butler said. "All I
can say is that we're open to
working with the attorney general in whatever manner we
can."
Meanwhile, the cabinet has
increased the number of investigations conducted and has iden-
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Paducah, KY
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Paducah Expo Center
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w

Into:

1-800-363-4720

tified nearly $7.4 million in
fraud, a 30 percent increase over
2003, said Robert Benvenuti,
the executive director of the cabinet's office of the inspector
general.
"We're not only doing a better job in capturing fraud, but
we're going back and seeing
how we got ripped off."
Benvenuti said.
More new cases are likely to
emerge without an audit, even
with additional safeguards, cabinet officials said.
"Investigating and fighting
fraud is a lot like building a
mousetrap," said Butler. "As
soon as you've built a good one,
people will find a way around
it."

AprefftWay 1
Sat. 9-5 &
Sun. 10-4

BUY -SELL TRADE

ATTENTION

Thursday. All but the ditching
work will continue into Friday.
Maintenance activities are
scheduled on a tentative basis
and are subject to change
depending on weather conditions, emergencies and other
factors.
Motorists are urged to Use
caution in work areas and be
alert for naggers, workers and
equipment 'in the road. They
should pay attention to warning
signs alerting them of road work
and obey work zone speed limits
where applicable.
The -state highway department maintains nearly 259 miles
of roads in Calloway County. To
report a pot hole of other problem on any state-maintained
Kentucky
road, call the
Transportation Cabinet's tollfree line at 1-800-PATCH-IT.
•

(563)927-8176

Tonight will
have occassional rain.
Tuesday will
see rain with
highs in the
LOW: lower 60s.
Tuesay night
will be partly
Y51
cloudy.

Fair Queen Contestants
Pageant will take place at
Curris Center Theater
On June 13, 2005

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESCHOOL SCREENING
Friday, April 29, 2005 • 8 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
. This screening is availablefor three(3)and four (4) year old children who will be three(3)
-1/ October 1, 2005. Areas to be screened include: Vision, Hearing, Motor, Concepts and Speech/Language.

Contestant must be a local resident
Queen will advance to KY State Fair Pageant
in Louisville in Jan. 2006

To make an appointment or for information regarding preschool or this screening

CALL 762-3262.
Conferences will be held on the day of the screening to share results and the screening
will take approximately one hour.

For more information call Nikki Crouch 437-4462
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Murray Preschool Head Start is accredited by the
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC).
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Train derails in western
Japan, at least 50 killed

AP Photo
Pope Benedict XVI shakes hands with German Cardinal Friedrich Wetter. Archbishop of
Munich, during an audience with German pilgrims in the Paul VI hall at the Vatican,
today. Pope Benedict XVI, who is the first German pope in centuries, received a hero's
welcome from his fellow countrymen who came to Rome to attend his installment Mass
on Sunday.

Pope meets with Muslims,
wants to continue 'building
bridges of friendship'

AMAGASAKI, Japan (AP)
— A packed commuter train
jumped the tracks in western
Japan on Monday and rammed
into an apartment complex.
crumpling passenger cars into
twisted metal. At least 50 people
were killed and 340 injured in
the deadliest rail accident here in
four decades.
Investigators immediately
focused on whether excessive
speed or the actions of the inexperienced driver caused the
crash in an urban area near
Amagasaki. about 250 miles
west of Tokyo. The 23-year-old
driver had overshot the stop line
at the last station before the accident.
Several people were still
trapped in the wreckage hours
after the crash, local police said,
but it was unclear what their
conditions were. Train operator
West Japan Railway Co. said at
least 343 people had been taken
to hospitals.
The seven-car commuter
train was carrying 580 passengers when it derailed, wrecking
an automobile in its path before
slamming into a nine-story
apartment complex just yards
away. Two of the five derailed
cars were flattened against the
wall of the building, and hundreds of rescue workers and
police swarmed the wreckage
and tended to the injured.

-There was a violent shaking,
and the next moment I was
thrown to the floor ... and I landon top of a pile of other people," passenger Tatsuya Akashi
told NHK. "I didn't know what
happened, and there were many
people bleeding."
Fire
Amagasaki
The
Department said at least 50 people were killed. It was not clear
how many of the dead were passengers or if bystanders or apartment residents were among the
victims.
The accident was the worst
rail disaster in nearly 42 years in
Japan, which is home to one of
the world's most complex and
heavily traveled rail networks. A
three-train crash in November
1963 killed 161 people in
Tsurumi, outside Tokyo.
Monday's accident was under
investigation.
"There are many theories but
we don't know for sure what
caused the accident," Chief
Cabinet Secretary Hiroyuki
Hosoda said. "The prime minister instructed us to respond with
urgency."
The train operator apologized.
"Our most important task
now is to rescue the passengers
from the accident and we are
doing our best," West Japan
Railway Co. President Takeshi
Kakiuchi told reporters.
Survivors said the force of

the derailment sent passengers
tumbling through the inside of
the cars.
Photos taken by an NHK
reporter aboard the train showed
passengers piled on the floor and
some clawing to escape from the
busted shells of the cars.
Investigators struggled to
come up with reasons for the
crash. Tsunemi Murakami, the
train operator's safety director,
estimated that the train would
have had to have been going 82
mph to have jumped the track
purely because of excessive
speed.
He said it still was not certain
how fast the train was running at
the time of the accident. The
crash happened at a curve after a
straightaway, requiring the driver to slow to a speed of 43 mph,
Murakami said.
NHK reported that the automatic braking system at that
stretch of track is among the oldest in Japan. The system stops
trains at signs of trouble without
requiring drivers to take emergency action, but the older system is less effective in halting
trains traveling at high speeds,
NHK said.
The driver's inexperience
may also have been a factor. He
only had II months on the job.
He had committed a previous
overrun at a station in June 2004
and was issued a warning, officials said.

"At a certain point, I prayed also called several times for full
By NICOLE WINFIELD
to God, 'Please don't do this to communion of Christians.
Associated Press Writer
Benedict repeated that mesVATICAN CITY (AP) — A me," he recalled. "Evidently,
day after reaching out to other this time he didn't listen to me." sage Monday, telling ecumeniBenedict was interrupted sev- cal leaders that he fully supportChristians and to Jews in his
installation Mass,Pope Benedict eral times by applause and ed the need to work toward unitXVI met with members of the cheering, and he seemed to ing Christians divided by schism
Muslim community, assuring enjoy the welcome from his and saying the ecumenical presthem the church wanted to Oin- countrymen, smiling and chuck- ence at his installation was a
tinue building "bridges of ling. He apologized for being good sign.
"Your presence. dear brothers
friendship" that he said could late, saying the meeting with the
religious leaders had been in Christ, beyond that which
foster peace in the world.
divides us and casts a shadow
Benedict made the comments "heartfelt" and had gone late.
"The Germans are used to over our full and visible comwhile meeting with religious
leaders who attended Sunday's punctuality," he joked. "I'm munion, is a sign of sharing and
support for the bishop of Rome,
installation ceremony, saying he already very Italian."
The Vatican did not say which can count on you for folwas particularly grateful that
members of the Muslim com- which Muslim leaders attended lowing the path in the hope and
the meeting, which was closed for the belief toward he who is
munity were present.
the head, the Christ," he said.
'1 express my appreciation to the press.
In his homily Sunday,
But it did release a list of
for the growth of dialogue
and those who attended Sunday's Benedict — who has a reputaMuslims
between
AP Phut
as a hard-liner for leading
Christians, both at the local and Mass, including Saeed Taghavi, tion
crackdowns on dissi, westVatican
Amagasaki
in
religious
of
train
office
commuter
the
of
derailed
a
head
around the wreckage of
international level," he said.
min- dents — said he wanted to shape Rescuers gather
s, derailed and
passenger
580
carrying
train,
commuter
-car
He noted that the •world is minorities in Iran's culture
seven
The
today.
Rome's his papacy by being a "listener" ern Japan
injuring more than 340 others
marked by conflicts but longs istry, and the head of
and not set off by imposing his plowed into an apartment building, killing 50 people and
mosque.
central
for peace.
decade.
a
than
more
in
here
In the deadliest rail accident
Two dozen Buddhist repre- own ideas.
"Yet peace is also a duty to
"My real program of goverlist,
which all peoples must be com- sentatives also were on the
nance is not to do my own will,
mitted, especially those who which included the Archbishop
not to pursue my own ideas, but
Williams:
Rowan
profess to belong to religious of Canterbury
listen, together with the whole
to
a
s,
Chrisostomo
n
Metropolita
efforts
traditions," he said. "Our
to the word and the will
church,
Ecumenical
for
to come together and foster dia- top envoy
Benedict said.
Lord."
the
w I, the of
logue are a valuable contribu- Patriarch Bartholome
did not elaborate,
pope
The
world's
the
of
leader
tion to building peace on solid spiritual
Church; and but the speech suggested his
Orthodox
Christian
foundations.
ve of the papacy could study some press"It is therefore imperative to a senior representati
Church, ing issues, such as greater social
engage in authentic and sincere Russian Orthodox
activism and ways to reverse the
Kiri11.
dialogue, built on respect for the Metropolitan
of church attendance
decline
Most Jewish leaders could
dignity of every human person,
dwindling number of
the
10:00 am - 111136 pm
and
it
because
Mass
the
created as we Christians firmly not attend
the West. In his previin
priests
Passover.
with
coincided
likebelieve, in the image and
Center for Health I Wellness Classroom
"I assure you that the church ous role as guardian of church
ness of God," he said.
building teaching, he had staunchly
Later. Benedict told an audi- wants to continue
Free LUNCH served to all participants.
with the opposed calls for fundamental
friendship
ence of German pilgrims that at bridges of
DOOR PRIZES
religions, in changes such as ending bans on
one point during the conclave followers of all
.allowing
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n
contraceptio
of
good
true
the
Introduction dc Welcome
that elected him pope, when he order to seek
society as a women to become priests.
was getting many votes during every person and of
MCCH Radiation Therapist
Miles,
Brett
the balloting, he had prayed to whole." Benedict said.
The message was significant
God that he might be spared the
Benedict had left out
Something Old, Something New,
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job.
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mention
specific
any
native
Something Borrowed, Something Blue:
Speaking in his
homiGerman, Benedict told the audi- Muslims in his inaugural
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By Donna Cassata

Senate to confirm him. Like his
WASHINGTON (AP)—
father with Tower, he is bound
Beyond the sound and fury of
Fletcher's investments, the volFRANKFORT - If Gov.
to see the nomination through
the Senate fight over U.N.
unteer public perception advisor
Ernie Fletcher wants to hand
to the end.
ambassador-nominee John R.
would have told the governor
out free Capitol office space,
But it was a Republican,
presithat
reality
the
Bolton is
secretarial help, parking spaces, that he really ought to avoid
George Voinovich of Ohio,
Sen.
—
man
their
get
typically
he
people
with
dents
business
doing
to
phone and computer services
whose reservations about
appoints to plum positions or
non-state employee/volunteers,
or woman — and President
prompted the committee
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he really ought to find someone allows the use of free office
better
the
of
Bush boasts one
who can vol- space, secretarial help, etc. in
to delay the vote. William
records on high-level appointthe Capitol.
unteer free
Binning, a political science proments.
That's because the public is
advice on •
at Youngstown State
fessor
The stunning turn of events
liable to believe there is a quid
the public
said once Voinovich
University,
Senate
the
—
case
Bolton
the
in
pro quo between Fletcher and
perceptions
makes up his mind, the White
his business partners.
Foreign Relations Committee
of Fletcher's
It only makes sense, the
House should forget about tryactions.
postponed a widely expected
pubic perception advisor would affirmative vote on the nominaLike giving to change it.
have explained, to invest the
ing free
"He's a bulldog, he doesn't
tion to investigate new charges
office space, profits from the sale of
Binning said.
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behavior
personal
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of
Fletcher's Washington and
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Said former Sen. John
and misuse of government
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Not
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In the face of strong opposiappointments.
presidential
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Senators traditionally have
Florida condominium projects
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for
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judicial
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with free-Capitol
Disponett,
by the White House before a
nominees, particularly Supreme
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first floor to vet potential
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fight
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The public perception volun- ent of a pricey practice facility
on their confirmation hearing.
-These are relatively rare
in Fletcher's new budget), the
teer would have advised
Two of Bush's picks —
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Linda Chavez for Labor secrea cynical eye op who's scratchmight get the notion that their
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Homeland Security in 2004
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Research Service.
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of
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Obituaries
April 24, 2005. at 8:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Jayne Elizabeth VVilham

Mrs. Jayne Elizabeth Witham, 80, Dudley Drive, Murray, died
today, Monday, April 25, 2005, at 1:15 a.m. at her home.
She was the retired owner and operator of The Shoe Tree and also Mrs. Virginia Dare VanMeter
A memorial service for Mrs. Virginia Dare VanMeter, was today
had helped her husband operate the Kenlake Marina. She was a
(Monday) at 11 a.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev.
member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Her husband, J.W. Wilham, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 28, Kevin McHarg officiated.
Collier Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
1925, in Harrodsburg, she was the daughter of the late Fred
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church
Bradshaw and Elizabeth Voris Bradshaw.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sharon Patterson and hus- Building Fund, P.O. Box 257, Benton, Ky., 42025. '
Mrs. VanMeter, 77, Wesley Drive, Benton, died Sunday, March
band, LW., and Mrs. Kim Weatherly and husband, Harry Jr., all of
Atlanta, Ga.; one son, John (Buz) Wilham and wife, Cynthia, 20, 2005, at 8:25 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She had been a registered nurse at Murray-Calloway County
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Leach and husband, Ronald,
Harrodsburg; twe brothers, Donald Bradshaw and wife, Anne, and Hospital and was a member of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Teddy Bradshaw and wife, Carolyn, all of Frankfort; six grandchil- Church.
Her husband, Darrell VanMeter Sr., preceded her in death. She
dren.
was the daughter of the late Benjamin Gray and Della Dunnagan
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements
Lanham.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lynn VanMeter Dame,
George M. Black
Home, Ark.; one son, Darrell VanMeter Jr., and three
Mountain
George M. Black, 89, died Saturday, April 23, 2005, at 8:45 a.m.
grandchildren, Ryan Morgan, Emily VanMeter and Skyler
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
VanMeter, all of Benton.
He was a member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
His wife, Dorothy Black, two sisters, Violet Black and Hazel
Hovtell, and two brothers, Carlos Black Sr. and Climes Black, all Mrs. Florence Mildred Ross
A graveside service for Mrs. Florence Mildred Ross will be today
preceded him in death. Born March 5, 1916, in Calloway County. he
(Monday) at 1 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist Church Cemetery. The
was the son of the late Connie Black and Celia Morgan Black.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ann Roberts and husband, Rev. A.D. Rudolph will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joey Williams, Danny Ross, Eddie Jones, Bill
Charles, and Mrs. Joyce Lee and husband, Glenn, and two sons, Paul
Black and wife, Becky, and Charles Black and wife, Linda, all of Abbott, Ross Jones and Benny George.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Murray; eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Ross, 77, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, died Friday, April 22,
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry Lee and the Rev. 2005, at 12:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith. She was born Aug. 18,
Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
1928, in St. Louis, Mo. Her parents and two sisters all preceded her
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today in death.
Survivors include her husband, Rex Ross; one daughter, Mrs.
(Monday).
Cindy Wright, one son, Bob Ross and wife, Lisa, one granddaughter, Mindy Wright, and one stepgranddaughter, Heather Collins, all
Mark Twain Thomason
Mark Twain Thomason, Knight Road, Murray, died Sunday, of Murray.

'al Iivary
Frank H. Finley Sr.
The funeral for Frank H. Finley Sr. was today (Monday) at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn
Orr officiated. Music was by Patsy Neale, organist, Dorothy Terry.
pianist, and John Scott. Janice Scheeter and
Stacey Wortharn, soloists.
Pallbearers were Charles Glisson, Larry
Cherry, Dr. John Yezerski, Franklin Carroll,
James Foster, Bill Brown, Bill Moore and R.J.
McDougal. Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery with military honors.
Mr. Finley Sr., 72, Crossland Road, Murray, died Friday, April
22,2005, at 2:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as a master jeweler and certified watch maker after
54 years in the jewelry business. He still is the present owner along
with his wife, Faye, of Finley's Jewelry Store, Murray, where they
have been in business for 18 years. An Army veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was a member of Westside Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 24, 1932, in West Virginia, he was the son of the late
Jay Finley and Mary Jane Napier Finley. Also preceding him in
death were one sister, Yvonne Mead, and three brothers, Byrd,
Junior and Charlie Finley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Faye Finley, to whom he was
married March 18, 1961, in Okeechobee, Fla.; two daughters, Mrs.
Felicia Marks and husband, Ken, Waxahachie, Texas, and Mrs.
Florell Hand and husband, John. Warsaw, Ind.; one son, Frank H.
Finley Jr. and wife, Sherrie, Kirksey; seven grandchildren, Amanda.
Megan and Will Marks, Jessica and Dillon Hand, and Reid and Cole
Finley; three sisters, Mrs. Ruby Tabor and husband, Orville, Center
Line, Mich., Mrs. Sue Jones and husband, Dick. Montpelier, Ind.,
and Mrs. Joan Bayon, Ida, Mich.; two brothers, Abby Finley and
wife, Ida, Murray, and Leonard Finley and wife, Judy, Santa Rosa,
Calif.

Sentencing hearing starts in Akbar trial
Politicians discuss new Cabinet in
Iraq; insurgents launch more attacks
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Iraqi politicians tried again
Monday to end a nearly threemonth deadlock over forming a
new transitional government,
and the death toll from wellcoordinated car bombings targeting police and civilians in
Saddam Hussein's hometown
and Baghdad rose to 29.
meanwhile,
Insurgents,
launched two separate attacks
aimed at Iraq's oil industry in
the north, setting fire to pumps
near Kirkuk and opening fire on
police guarding a convoy of
tanker trucks, officials said. Two
policemen were wounded and
three insurgents arrested in a
one-hour gunbattle over the convoy, police said.
On Sunday, lawmakers loyal
to Prime Minister-designate
Ibrahim al-Jaafari said he was
ready to announce a Cabinet that
would exclude his interim predecessor, Ayad Allawi.
Al-Jaafari had decided, some
members of his political bloc
said, to shun further attempts to
include members of the party
headed by Allawi, the secular
Shiite politician who was prime
minister as the country prepared
for elections Jan. 30.
Members of Allawi's Iraqi
List, which controls 40 seats in
the National Assembly, said his
party had not been officially
informed of the development.
Allawi loyalists were bidding
for at least four ministries,
including a senior government
post and a deputy premiership.
"Whoever says the Iraqi List
has withdrawn from the negotiations about the Cabinet is not
right. We, haven't done that,"
Iraqi List legislator Hussein alFadr said Monday.

Al-Jaafari's list could be submitted to parliament Monday,
some officials said, but others
indicated Tuesday was more
likely. Many such forecasts have
proven wrong earlier.
Many Shiites have long
resented the secular Allawi,
accusing his outgoing administration of having included former members of Saddam's
Baath Party, which brutally
repressed the majority Shiites
and Kurds.
There had been intense pressure to end the political bickering after a recent increase in
insurgent violence that many
blamed on the continuing political turmoil nearly three months
after the elections:
The New York Times reported Monday that Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice and
Vice President Dick Cheney,
frustrated by the political deadlock, were pushing top Kurdish
and Shiite politicians to come
together and form a new government.
On Sunday, an emboldened
Iraqi insurgency staged carefully
coordinated dual bombing's in
Saddam's hometown of Tikrit
and a Shiite neighborhood in
western Baghdad, killing and
wounding dozens of Iraqi police
and civilians.
Also, the U.S. military said it
had detained four more suspects
in the downing of a civilian Mi8 helicopter Thursday. All 11
passengers and crew were
killed, including a survivor
gunned down by insurgents. Ten
suspects have been apprehended
in all, the military said.
A vehicle packed with explosives was driven into a crowd

gathered in front of a popular ice
cream shop in Baghdad's western al-Shoulah neighborhood
Sunday, police Maj. Mousa
Abdul Karim said. Minutes
later, as police and residents
rushed to help the victims, a second suicide car bomber plowed
into the crowd. At least 23 people were killed and 41 wounded,
officials at two hospitals said
Monday.
In Tikrit, two remotely detonated car bombs exploded in
quick succession outside a
police academy, killing at least
six Iraqis and wounding 33,
police and a hospital official
said. The blasts occurred as
recruits were about to travel to
Jordan for training, said police
Lt. Shalan Allawi.
Insurgents also attacked U.S.
forces. A roadside bomb hit a
convoy in eastern Baghdad,
killing one American soldier and
wounding two, the U.S. military
said. Iraqi police said two civilians also were wounded in the
attack.
At least 1,568 members of
the U.S. military have died since
the beginning of the Iraq war in
March 2003, according to an
Associated Press count.
Al-Qaida in Iraq, the country's most feared militant group,
claimed responsibility for the
Tikrit and eastern Baghdad
attacks in statements posted on
militant Web sites. The group
also claimed responsibility for a
roadside bomb targeting a U.S.
patrol near the Abu Ghraib
prison, west of Baghdad. The
U.S. military said no one was
hurt in that attack.
The authenticity of those
claims could not be verified.

FORT BRAGG, N.C. (AP)
— As 5,000 members of a 101st
Airborne Division brigade
camped in Kuwait, waiting to
join in the U.S. invasion of Iraq,
brigade
a
commander
never suspected his
soldiers
would take
their
first
casualties
from one of
their own.
"We
Akbar
anticipated
we would have casualties.
Everybody knew this would be a
big fight," Col. Ben Hodges testified Monday at a sentencing
hearing for Sgt. Hasan Akbar,
convicted in a grenade and rifle
attack that killed two ,soldiers
and wounded 14. "I never
dreamed my first casualties
would occur inside Camp
Pennsylvania and they would be
caused by one of my own soldiers."
Hodges commanded the
Wises 1st Brigade Combat
learn and was among those
wounded in Akbar's attack. He
testified for the prosecution,
which is seeking a death sentence for Akbar, 34.

Akbar was convicted last
week by the unanimous vote of a
15-person jury, which deliberated 2 1/2 hours before finding
him guilty of two counts of premeditated murder and three
counts of attempted murder.
Hodges, who sustained a
minor shrapnel wound, was the
first witness called by prosecu-
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tors, who declined to make
opening statements.
"I took it personal that I'd
lost — I don't want to be over
dramatic about it — two of my
guys," he said.
Hodges blamed Akbar's
attack for taking out of action
key personnel responsible for
planning troop movements.
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COMMUNITY
Ladies of Murray Country Club
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will have their regular ladies day golf on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
Ve Severns, phone 759-8358,
will be the hostess.
The line-up has been released
as follows:
Tee 1A - Betty Jo Purdom,
ye Severns, Sue Outland and
Linda Burgess;
Tee 3 - Freda Steely, Barbara Gray, Cyndi Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker and Inus
Orr;
Tee 6 - Betty Stewart, Venela
Sexton, Rainey Apperson and
Evelyn Jones:
Tee 7 - Norma Frank, Ann
Brown, Patsy Green and Mar-

Salmon Presents Program

ilyn Adkins;
Tee 9 - Brenda Rowland,
Susan Johnson, Rebecca Landolt and Frances Hulse;
Nine Hole players - Tee 1B
- Beverly Reuter, Ann Stanley.
Beth Belote and Betty Shepperson.
Winners of four person golf
scramble on April 20 have been
released as follows:
First place - Ve Sevems, Evelyn Jones, Betty Stewart and
Brenda Rowland:
Second place - Sue Outland, Barbara Gray, Norma
Frank and Patsy Chaney;
Nine Hole players - Beverly Reuter, first, and Ann Stanley, second.

•

iary.
Treasurer Shirley Collins
reported that the Ways and
Means Committee is planning
a steak dinner May 21 to help
raise funds for the state convention.
Americanism Office Jan
Doall told of plans for the Living flag to "wave" again in
the Fish Fry Parade at Paris.
Tenn., and lined up volunteers
to do it again at the Iris Festival in Dresden, Tenn. She
read a tribute to volunteers.
Member Carol Spaulding
was introduced by Hospital
chair Dorothy Edwar ds to
report on the plans for the
"Nurses and Health Care Personnel Tribute" planned May
14 by the Auxiliary.
Angie Gardner reported that
she had made visits to both
Nashville V.A. and C. York
V.A. facilities, taking books,
games and puzzles for the
patients.

Angels Attic displaying
quilts and quilt pieces
Silent bids are being accepted on the quilts and quilt pieces
displayed at the Angels Attic
until the store closes at 5 pin.
on Saturday.
Also on that date all quilts
will be made available for
inspection in the store.
Included in the plethora of
quilts are a 1930's handmade
quilt with uncarded cotton, an

action figure tied twin quilt,
and an unfinished baby quilt.
Winning bidders will be notified by telephone beginning
May 3 and will be given one
week to pick up their merchandise before it is offered
to the second highest bidder.
Proceeds from sales provide
financial support for the Angels
community clinic.
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If you are a NEWCO

MER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional pwaple. Its their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 Over 50 years!

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Alzheimer's Support Group will have a discussion meeting.
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.,
at 762-1108.
Photo provided
Ann Salmon portrayed a 14-year-old girl, Mary
Theadora, in "The Adventures of the Oregon Trail" at
the April meeting of the Calloway County Genealogical
Society. The next meeting will be May 7 with members
to meet at 10 a.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library to go on a field trip to Columbus-Belmont State
park and Camp Beauregard. Members are encouraged
to bring a sack lunch. For more information call Ruth
Cole at 753-2718.

McGaughey will hold book
signing at Curris Center
Dr. Bob McGaughey, editor
and publisher of Sernions from
Stones and Books from Brooks,
will sign copies of the book
May 4, from 9:30 a.m. until
3 p.m. at the MSU Bookstore
in the Curris Center on Murray State University's campus.
The book is the latest" by
the late R.H. McGaughey (Bob's
father)
of
Hopkinsville.
McGaughey was completing his
book when he was killed in
an automobile accident on
March 28. 2003, in Hopkinsville. He would have been
90 years old the following week.
The work describes the life
lessons learned from nature and
the surrounding world. The
book has 29 ethical stories and
lessons, which the elder
McGaughey compiled from his
60-year career as a journalist,
author, farmer and military officer. Many of the essays were
used in Sunday school during
his 65 years of teaching class
or conducting opening services.
This is the fifth book
authored by the elder McGaughey. His other books include
With Grandfather, This Is
Your Weather. Molly of the
Shakers and The Way I Heard

It. Molly of the Shakers is a
historical novel that describes
the Shakertown near Harrodsburg and the Civil War battle
of Perryville. The hardback
book is still available, but the
others are sold out.
Bob, who is the retired chairman at MSU's department of
journalism and mass communications, noted that there is
one other work of his father's
that he intends to publish. It
is a collection of short stories
with the title, Where Destiny
Leads Me and Other Short Stories. The other stories are Four
Went Fishing, The Woman in
313 and The Initiation.
Sermons from Stones can
be purchased for $19.95 plus
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(270-886-0720) in Hopkinsvill

e,
the New Life Christian Bookstore or the Murray Life magazine office in Murray. It also
can be purchased at the Christian Supply House on Irvin
Cobb Drive in Paducah. Copies
can also be obtained from
McGaughey by calling (270)
762-6874 or at (270) 753-5083
or by email at robertmcgaughey@murraystate.edu.

Herndon, Billington and
Guthrie receive awards
Donna Herndon. Peggy
Billington and Karen Guthrie
were recently recognized with
Lifetime Achievement Awards
for mentors at the Annual Senior
Luncheon for students, presented
by
the
American
Humanics/Youth and. Nonprofit Leadership program at Murray State University.
Herndon received one of the
awards for her efforts in working with AH students in serv4.
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 28
SHOWTIMES BEFORE6 P.M
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
A Lot Like Love
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:30

Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS

ice learning projects and as
interns for the past decade at
the Family Resource Center.
Billington and Guthrie, representatives from the United Way
and Calloway County Youth
Services Center, were awarded
for their work with student
interns for the past 20 years
and for working with AH students in organizing College
Day for the past decade. College Day is a service learning
project in which AH students
organize a day of activities for
eighth-grade students to become
more familiar with college life.

Adopt the pace of
nature: her secret is
patience.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

$695.00

Call Today tor Your Test!

(270) 753-8055
Founded 1876
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AMP Chapter will meet Tuesday
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter No. 4437 will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's with Nikki Henderson, AARP
state representative, as speaker. Everyone is invited.

Stroke/Head Injury group will meet
Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Note the change in date and titne. Amy Agyeman will
present a program on "Young Stroke Survivors." For information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Character Counts meeting planned
Character Counts Coalition of Murray and Calloway County team meeting will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Pella Corporation. For information call Doris Clark Parham at 762-5429.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside ,rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
'Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
tWindow Blinds
*Professional Installation
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet. Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR'
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE,
Office.(866)936-6600
Cell:(270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.coM
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Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles.(SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754. •

MHS Prom meeting Wednesday
Murray High School

Prom meeting will be Wednesday at
5:30 p.m. at the old Lassiter Plaster building to
discuss final
plans for the Prom 2005 to be held Saturday.
All interested
individuals are encouraged to attend. For information
call 2936408.

MES Council meeting today
Murray

Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at I I a.m. for a special
meeting.

Band uniform sale today
.Calloway County Laker Band Boosters has scheduled
another sale for former Laker band uniforms today from
4:30 to 6
p.m. at the high school. The boosters purchased
the old band
uniforms to sell as a keepsake, money-making endeavor.
For
more information call Wendy S. Collins at 767-0777.

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support

Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. For information
call 7537004.

MES committee plans meeting
The Curriculum

Committee of Murray Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today at
4 p.m
in the library. The meeting is open to the public.

New Concord meeting tonight
New

Concord Neighborhood Watch meeting will be
tonight
at 7 p.m. at New Concord Church of Christ.
Speakers will
include Venita Loranger of Kentucky Allied Services
Homeland Security and Sheriff Larry Roberts. All area
residents are
urged to attend.

Great Books group will meet
Adult

Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. Martha Battle
will lead
a discussion on "Orality and Literacy" by Walter
Ong. All
persons who have read the selection are invited to
take part
in the discussion.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line

Sahara
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:45
The Interpreter
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:35

A retirement tea honoring Rita Ford will be Tuesday from
3 to 5 p.m.. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Murray Electric Board will meet today at 4 p.m. in
the
Carroll Conference Room, 205 North Fourth St.

The Amityville Horror
R - 7:20 - 9:25

Check Out Our Completely-In-The-Canal Aids

Retirement tea will be Tuesday

MES Board plans meeting

With This Coupon

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

The "Grandparents Raising Grandchildren" support group for Murray and Calloway County will meet Tuesday at noon
at the Murray City Schools Family Resource
Youth Services Center, located at 901 %lain
St.
Living wills be distributed to each per-son and a Notary Public will be available
to notarize the signatures at no charge.
Any grandparent raising a grandchild
or relative is encouraged to attend. Lunch,
will be served. For additional information
or transportation, call the Murray Resourcv
Center at 759-9592.

Alzheimer's group will meet

HEARING AID SALE

and up

'Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren' will meet

Jo's
Datebook

AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary
nominates officer candidates
BUCHANAN, Tenn. —
Nominations of officers for the
new year was the primary business of the April meeting of
AMVETS Auxiliary #45.
Brenda Leach named the
following candidates for office
in first round nominations:
Shirley Collins, president;
Nancy Byford and Beverly
Clark, first vice; Kathy Suffern, second vice; Melissa Nergard, third vice; Kristi Frye
and Brenda Leach, treasurer;
Melissa Nergard, scholarship;
Kastha Caldwell, chaplain;
Cheryl Lutz, Sarah Wofford
and Carol Feldkamp, sergeantat-arms.
Nominations will reopen at
the May meeting with the election to follow.
A vote was taken for Auxiliary Lady of the Year and its
was awarded to Kristi Fyre of
Murray. This is a coveted award
given to a member who goes
the extra mile for the Auxil-

By
AP

•

has released a list of items needed to fill
the
bags for the clients. Food items needed are tuna,
spinach.
fruit, tuna, cereal and crackers. Personal hygiene
and cleaning
supplies needed are bath tissue, dish liquid, toddler
size tooth
brushes and deodorant. Also large brown paper
bags are needed. Items may be taken to the Need Line office
in the Weaic.%
Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through
Friday For information call 753-6333.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA itt ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated
exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever. sinti
diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children
and adults,
No Referral Necessary • New
Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY
42071
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Majority Leader Frist defends anti-filibuster effort
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Majority Leader Bill Frist said it
was not "radical" to ask senators
to vote on judicial nominees as
he hardened his effort to strip
Democrats of their power to stall
President Bush's picks for the
federal court.
Trist, speaking Sunday at an
event organized
by
Christian
groups trying to rally
churchgoers
to support an
end to judicial
filibusters, also
said judges
AP Photo
deserve
Frist
"respect, not Kathi Whalen of Louisville,
retaliation," no matter how they Ky. shows her opinion of
rule.
Senate Majority Leader Bill
A potential candidate for the
White House in 2008, the Frist during a rally held on
Tennessee Republican made no the steps of the old
overt mention of religion in the Jefferson
County
brief address, according to his Courthouse Sunday In
videotaped remarks played on
Louisville, Ky. The rally
giant television screens to an
audience estimated at 1,700 in was held to counter the
Justice Sunday rallies
Louisville, Ky.
Instead, Frist seemed intent being held.
on steering clear of the views
expressed by House Majority tice of subjecting a small numLeader Tom DeLay, R-Texas, ber of judicial appointees to filiand other conservatives in and busters. Barring a last-minute
out of Congress who have urged compromise, a showdown is
investigations and even possible expected this spring or summer.
"I don't think it's radical to
impeachment of judges they
ask senators to vote. I don't
describe as activists.
-Our judiciary must be inde- think it's radical to expect senapendent, impartial and fair," said tors to fulfill their constitutional
Frist, Oho was not present at the responsibilities," said Frist,
whom Democrats have accused
event.
of
engaging in "radical
"When we think judicial
decisions are outside main- Republican" politics.
stream American values, we will N,"Either confirm the nominees
say so. But we must also be or reject them," Frist said.
clear that the balance of power "Don't leave them hanging."
While a majority of the
among all three branches
requires respect — not retalia- Senate is sufficient to confirm a
tion. I won't go along with that," judge, it takes 60 votes under
Senate rules to overcome a filiFrist said.
Por months, Frist has threat- buster and force a final vote.
Rather than change the rules
ened to take action that would
directly,
Frist and other
shut down the Democrats' prac-
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II Conservatives ...
From Front
based Focus on the Family.
denounced the Supreme Court
as -out of control," and said a
five-member majority can make
law that most of the country disagrees with.
"They're not gods," Dobson
said. "They don't do everything
right."
During Sunday's event,
names, photographs and office
phone numbers of senators were
flashed across the TV screens.
Perkins asked those in the
church and others watching a
nationwide simulcast to call the
senators and ask them to end the
filibuster.
Outside the church, several
dozen protesters waved signs
denouncing the rally.
"They don't speak for all the
people of faith," said Nancy
Troy, a Presbyterian minister
from Louisville.
Billy Hower of Louisville
stood outside the church holding
a sign that read "Meet the AllAmerican Taliban."
"I think that they're driving
toward a theocracy, or at least
they're trying to," Hower said.
"That's when the bad stuff happens."
Other critics, including ministers and Democratic politicians, said holding the event in a
church was inappropriate.
At one of several rallies in
the city on Sunday afternoon,
about 100 protesters sat on the
steps of the Jefferson County
Courthouse as public officials
voiced their dissent, reiterating
the importance of the filibuster
in American politics.

Republicans have threatened to
seek an internal Senate ruling
that would declare that filibusters are not permitted against
judicial nominees.
Because such a ruling can be
enforced by majority vote, and
Republicans have 55 seats in the
100-member Senate, GOP leaders have said they expect to prevail if they put the issue to the
test.
Democrats
blocked
10
appointments in Bush's first
term. The president has renominated seven of the 10 since he
won re-election, and Democrats
have threatened to filibuster
them again.
Among the speakers Sunday
was Charles Pickering of
Mississippi, one of the judges
blocked from a permanent promotion tQan appeals court. He
called the filibuster tactic
unconstitutional and said it
should Oe'ended permanently if
used again.
Pickering's bruising battle for
a seat on a federal appeals court
abruptly ended when Bush, in a
temporary recess appointment
that did not require Senate
approval, elevated him last year
to the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in New Orleans.
Democrats threatened a filibuster of Pickering's nomination, accusing him of supporting
segregation as a young man, and
promoting anti-abortion and
anti-voting rights as a state lawmaker — allegations Pickering
denied.
Pickering announced his
retirement in December, saying
he would not seek nomination
for a permanent seat that would
have required Senate approval.
Putting more evangelicals on
the court will mean rulings more
in tune with the religious convictions of churchgoers, said R.
Albert Mohler Jr., president of
the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary
in
Louisville.
"We are not asking for per-

sons merely to be moral,"
Mohler said. "We want them to
be believers in the Lord Jesus
Christ."
Republicans pushed two of
the nominees — including Texas
Supreme Court Judge Priscilla
Own — from the Senate

Judiciary Committee last week
on party-line votes.
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
raised the possibility of a deal.
"I think we should ... say to
them that ... we'll let a number"
of the seven judges "go through,
the two most extreme not go

through and put off this vote and
compromise," he said on ABC's
-This Week."
Senate Democratic leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., is open to
compromise, his spokesman
said Sunday.
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Other protesters said the rally
didn't represent the views of all
Christians.
,C0
/61e, a4C/(
During another protest, several hundred people gathered at
a Presbyterian church as progressive religious leaders con
demned Frist and others for
using the pulpit to spread a polit,"
ical message.
The Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper,
executive director of the
Kentucky Council of Churches,
said she thinks the church is
being divided because of
"Jusfice Sunday."
• "I lament today that our
brothers and sisters in Christ at
Highview • Baptist Church
believe those who do not agree
with them are somehow antisaid.
Kemper
Christian,"Religion and religious people
are being manipulated to
achieve political ends."
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*I-louse Calls
*Component Upgrades
*Software Upgrades
*Repair
*Speed Increases
*General Maintenance
*Home Networks Installed & Set Up
*Virus Removal
*Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR • Murray
thip_pseloctorOchartor.net• 270-226-9577
rmintoracuornew ecommerosa Rotary Club

11-IK HENRY COUNTY
ME MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Ave • Paris,TN 38242
www.hcmc-tn.org

For more
information
about how to
join the nursing
team at HCMC
contact Nursing
Administration
at 731-644-8256
or feel free to
drop in!
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such as corn and soybeans.
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) -- The mer storms.
"We feel very strongly having the
made
have
growers
some
Although
West Kentucky Growers Cooperative
production manager is going to boost
seems to be facing a make or break year profits in previous seasons, the cooperyields," Cecil said."We recognized
our
profit
a
turned
not
and officials are changing some prac- ative as a whole has
after five years of compiling our data
in its five seasons.
tices in the hopes of making it.
a percentage of growers who
Cooperative officials said they hope we've got
The cooperative will promote prod(in yields) every year, and
top
the
at
are
managn
productio
of
uct quality this year by hiring a produc- the new position
of growers who are below
e
percentag
a
tion manager and inspecting vegeta- er can help more farmers turn a profit.
average."
Production manager Dave Kendrick
bles, said Joe Cecil, the cooperative's
Kendrick said his job is to work with
will work with the cooperative's 39
CEO and president of sales.
growers "from seeding and transthe
high
The move comes after the state growers to make sure they have
all the way through harvest."
planting
squash
peppers,
bell
Agricultural Development Board ques- quality sweet corn,
growers have accepted the
said
He
which are high
tioned the cooperative's viability when and broccoli — most of
changes.
coming
more
need
that
it asked the board to cover operating maintenance crops
Growers will be charged a fee for
l row crops
losses last year caused by heavy sum- attention than traditiona

recoup as much of their
Kendrick's services, Cecil said, but that growers could
as possible. But that
costs
n
produces
productio
grower
will be refunded if the
more than the average cooperative yield practice lowered prices for all cooperaduring the season.
tive vegetables
"We've got to bring the people at die
Gary Cecil, a veteran cooperative
bottom of the chart to hit the averagb..
,gwyzer, agreed that refusing low -qualimark or be above average," Cecil said.
ty crof,s is necessary.
Because quality is at a premium,
"It hurts all of us when a bad quality
each vegetable shipment from growers
is
it
before
n
inspectio
crop comes in there," he said. "They
will undergo an
accepted, Cecil said. Crops that don't need to be very conscious of that, for
meet quality standards will be sent back the benefit of all of us."
to the grower.
Other changes include planting less
In the past, the cooperative accepted
peppers and more broccoli.
lower-quality crops. Cecil said, so corn and
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Transportation accounts for
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
more than half of the U.S. thirst
Associated Press Writer
of
WASHINGTON (AP) — for oil, about 56 percent
that
imports;
from
comes
which
being
is
ethanol
ed
Corn-bas
be well
pumped into more gas tanks portion is expected to
2012.
by
percent
60
over
senafarm-state
and
year.
every
Bills were introduced in the
tors and a majority of governors
and House last week callSenate
They
flow.
greater
even
want an
refiners to use 8 billion
for
ing
say an energy bill Republicans
ethanol as a gasoline
of
gallons
House
the
through
are pushing
year. An attempt is
each
additive
this week does not go far enough
made to change
be
to
expected
homewith
oil
foreign
to replace
to reflect the
bill
energy
the
grown ethanol.
it comes up
when
number
higher
require
would
n
legislatio
The
y,
Wednesda
debate
House
for
refiners to use 5 billion gallons
so
doing
of
prospects
although
by
year
a
ethanol
d
corn-base
•7 of
2012. about 20 percent more are uncertain.
Almost all ethanol now prothan the industry expects to procomes from corn. A federduced
duce this year.
for refiners to more
mandate
al
states,
30
from
governors
But
in a recent letter to President than double its use over the next
Bush and members of Congress, seven years would be a major
urged lawmakers to boost the boon to farmers. While non-corn
requirement to 8 billion gallons ethanol from various biomass
a year and provide tax breaks sources is widely talked about, a
and other federal help to spur practical and cost-effective
non-corn process for producing it is still
production from
sources including grasses. wood years away.
A coalition representing
chips and even garbage.
,Rising oil imports are a major farmers, petroleum and environrisk to the nation's energy, eco- mental interests generally agree
nomic and environmental secu- on language that would require
rity, the governors wrote, adding refiners to use more ethanol as a
that expansion of ethanol would gasoline additive, replacing a
oxygenate,
be "the safest and cheapest way petroleum-based
MTBE, which is being phased
to mitigate these risks."
out because it has been found to

contaminate drinking water.
New York, Connecticut and
California banned MTBE in
early 2004, resulting in a surge
in ethanol demand and production. Ethanol production more
than doubled during the last five
years with dozens of new plants
being built. About 4 billion gallons of ethanol are expected to
be produced this year, compared
with 1.4 billion gallons annually
a decade ago, according to the
industry.
"We've proven we can grow
rapidly. We've proven we can
supply the market," says Monte
Shaw. a spokesman for the
Renewable Fuels Association,
which represents ethanol producers. The group has vowed to
push Congress to adopt "the
most aggressive" ethanol proposal possible in energy legislation.
Ethanol prices have declined
sharply in recent months, largely
because of the rapid growth in
supply and few new markets.
Shaw maintains that refiners are
ignoring ethanol and keeping
the additive out of some markets
where it is readily available. The
wholesale price of a gallon of
ethanol is now about $1.20,
compared with $1.75 in January,
according to the National Corn

Alternative energy
grown by the cob

U.S.fuel ethanol production

Ethanol, a corn-based gasoline
additive that helps vehicles run
cleaner and more efficiently
has seen rapid growth as
another additive, MTBE, is
being phased out because it
contaminates drinking water.
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Number of ethanol production sites, by state
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Growers' Association.
A requirement for 8 billion
gallons a year has more than 20
sponsors in the Senate and about
the same number in the House.
While ethanol has widespread support among both
Republicans and Democrats in

Congress as well as at the White
House, the corn-based fuel also
has its detractors, among them
lawmakers from California and
the Northeast. They have argued
a mandate to use ethanol isn't
needed because refiners can produce gasoline that meets clean-

So Effierentit even gives you CASH

air requirements without it or
MTBE. They fear requiring
ethanol, which is largely produced in the Midwest, will add
to fuel costs where it is not
widely produced.
"It's nothing more than a
giveaway ... nothing more than a
welfare program" for farmers,
Rep. Eliot Engel, D-N.Y., said
as he tried to strip the ethanol
mandate of 5 billion gallons
from the House energy bill in
committee last week. His effort
was easily defeated.
Increaging the requirement
beyond 5 billion gallons a year
may be just as difficult.
The higher number is
opposed by both Majority
Leader Tom DeLay and Rep. Joe
Barton, both of Texas. Barton
will manage the energy legislation on the House floor, beginning Wednesday. The oil industry also has vowed to vehemently oppose any requirement
beyond what's already in the
bill.
"It will drive up costs, have
minimal effect on petroleum
imports, and force ethanol into
areas where it is uneconomical
to be used," Ed Murphy, director
of refining and marketing at the
American Petroleum Institute,
said in an interview.
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'Breds tripped up by Tennessee Tech

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Tyler Pittman slides safely into third
base ahead of the throw during play in the fifth inning
of Sunday's contest against Tennessee Tech at Reagan Field. The 'Breds dropped a 12-9 decision to the
Golden Eagles.
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Run for the
Rosesfield
setfor Deft
NEW YORK (AP) — One
final audition demonstrated how
quickly fortunes change on the
always unpredictable road to
. the Kentucky Derby.
After a little ol' I 1/16thmile race at Kettleland, former top contender Rockport
Harbor is headed back to
Philadelphia, a long shot to
run in the 'Derby on May 7;
virtually unknown Coin Silver
rocketed onto the scene; and
trainer Bob Baffert can only
hope his last chance colt, Sort
It Out, qfialifies for the race.
Consider Rockport Harbor.
The injury-plagued gray colt
flunked his test in Sathiday's
Lexington Stakes, finishing
sixth in a seven-horse field.
Trainer John Servis told owner
Rick Porter he's against a trip
to Louisville. That would leave
Servis and jockey Stewart
Elliott — last year's Derby
winning combo with Smarty
Jones — without_a cigwce for
an encoa.
Servis, though, said he's on
a "wait and see" schedule.
Consider Coin Silver.
Who? Exactly. Rarely, if
ever, mentioned as a Derby
possibility, Coin Silver won the
Lexington by 3 1/2 lengths in
the slop to give trainer Todd
Pletcher a third 3-year-old for
the race.
Assistant trainer Tristan
Barry said Sunday that Coin
Silver came out of the race in
"great shape. We're very excited about his race. We don't
know who will ride him in
the Derby, but Todd will make
that decision shortly. After the
way he ran, it shouldn't be
too difficult to find a jockey."
Consider Baffert.
The three-time Derby winning trainer could be without
a Derby starter for the second
year in a row. Sort It Out finished second in the 1 1-16thmile Lexington and earned
$65,000 in graded stakes money.
The Derby is limited to 20
starters; if more enter the field
is determined by graded stakes
earnings. Sort It Out is 21st.
Among questionable Derby

Special to the Ledger
A first-inning grand slam by Tyler
Pittman got the Murray State Thoroughbreds of to an optimistic start on Sunday, but visiting Tennessee Tech scored
six unearned runs in the fifth inning en
route to the 12-9 win in Ohio Valley
Conference play at Reagan Field.
The loss, coupled with Saturday's split
of a doubleheader, put Murray State (2120, 9-6 OVC) into a third-place tie with
Jacksonville State in the league standings.
Austin Peay (10-5 OVC) moved into
sole possession of second place with a
three-game sweep at Tennessee-Martin
over the weekend. League-leading Morehead State (11-3 OVC) maintained its
hold on the top spot in the conference
despite losing two of its three games at
Jacksonville State.

The top two tearns in the conference
standings earn byes in the first round of
the OVC Championship Tournament, scheduled for May 25-28 in Paducah.
The 'Breds scored a season-high 24
runs — including 14 in the third inning
alone — in a 24-7 rout of the Golden
Eagles during Saturday's first game. However, MSU could have used some of those
runs in the nightcap as it was shut out
6-0.
In Sunday's game, Tech (10-29, 5-9
OVC) plated three runs in the top of the
first inning with the help of a two-run
double by Nathan Marty.
In the bottom of the first, Pittman
popped his team-leading fifth home run
of the season to put the 'Breds ahead 43.
MSU scored again in the second inning
when Griggs hit a sacrifice fly to score

Phil Lopez, which gave Murray State a
5-3 lead.
A 'Breds error in the fifth inning
opened the gates for the Golden Eagles,
as they scored six unearned runs in that
inning to take a 9-5 lead.
MSU responded in the bottom half of
tfs inning, when Hudson hit a one-ont
sin'1e and Griggs hit an infield single. A
poor throw allowed both runners to advance
two more bases, scoring Hudson and putting Griggs on third. Pittman hit a single to score Griggs, which cut the rtu
lead to 9-7.
Murray pulled even closer in the seventh inning when Griggs led off the inning
with a home run, cutting the deficit 'to
9-8.
The Golden Eagles scored two more

•See 'BREDS Page 2B

FOOTBALL

Final MURRAYP
Spring Fling
AP Photo

St. Louis first baseman
Albert Pujols celebrates
with teammates in the
dugout after hitting a tworun home run in the first
inning abainst the Houston Astros Sunday at
Busch Stadium in St.
Louis.

Cardinals
reek ASIA'S

for series

sweep
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Wide receiver Lee McGinnis (80) prepares to catch a pass thrown by quarterback Ken Topps as cornerback Stevie Chaney (39) defends on the play during Sunday's spring practice session. Yesterday's workout was the final one for the Racers this spring.

Racers end spring practice with guarded °Anion
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Spring practice for any college football program can bring equal parts optimism and concern.
There was definitely a little of both
in the air on Sunday, as the Murray
State Racers wrapped up their 15-practice spring session with an approximately hour-long workout on the practice
fields behind Roy Stewart Stadium.
The optimism stems from an offense
— led by the tailback trio of Ron Lane,
Chad Cook and Nick Turner — that has
the potential to be one of the most

explosive units in Division I-AA football.
On the other hand, there is much
work to do to improve on the defensive
side of the ball, where the line suffered
a major hit with the losses of end Marcus White and tackles Greg Archer, Brandon Dixson and Ronald Samuel to graduation.
Head coach Joe Pannunzio is also
looking for leaders to emerge as the
Racers enter offseason workouts.
"I'm really concerned with our senior leadership. Any team that wins is
going to have good leadership, and we

* St. Louis signs free
agent contract, page 2B
don't have that right now," Pannunzio
said. "We've also got to go out and get
some defensive linemen. But our kids
are really working hard. We've put together a good foundation. Now, it's up to
the kids to work hard this summer."
The big story in the Murray State
camp this spring centered around the
quarterback position, where newcomer

III See RACERS Page 2B

II See DERBY Page 28

2005 NFL DRAFT

Smith and Rodgers forever linked by draft
NEW YORK (AP) — Alex
Smith and Aaron Rodgers will
forever be judged against each
other.
The quarterbacks seemed to
be neck-and-neck in the race
to become the top pick during
the weeks leading up to the
NFL draft. The San Francisco
49ers and 22 other teams
thought otherwise.
Smith was picked first overall out of Utah by the 49ers
and charged with reviving a
once-great franchise.
California's Rodgers waited
nervously until Green Bay
selected him with the 24th pick,
pegged by the Packers to one
day replace Brett Favre. The
outcome did nothing to shake
Rodgers' confidence.
"I still think I'm the best
AP Photo
in this draft,"
quarterback
Green Bay Packers general manager Ted Thompson,
Rodgers said.
right, stands next to the team's first-round pick, CalRodgers' fall provided the
ifornia quarterback Aaron Rodgers, during a news one bit of intrigue in a draft
conference Sunday in Green Bay, Wis.

considered short on franchise championship last season,
players, with so many of the despite going 13-0. But the
teams at the top looking to move Tigers ended up with four firstdown that none could swing a round draft picks and became
the first team to have an entire
deal.
Running backs and corner- backfield taken in the first round
backs dominated the top 10 when quarterback Jason Camppicks, with three of each being bell was picked No. 24 by the
Redskins.
selected.
"I don't think it's ever hapFor the first time, three running backs were selected in pened before and I don't think
the top five. Aubum's Ronnie it will ever happen again,"
Tommy
coach
Brown went second to Miami, Auburn
Texas' Cedric Benson went No. Tuberville said.
Oklahoma, the team that
4 to Chicago and Brown's teammate, Camel! Williams, was edged out Auburn for a spot
in the Bowl Championship
the fifth pick to Tampa Bay.
The corners came next with Series title game against SouthAdam "Pacman" Jones of West ern California — and then got
Virginia going No. 6 to Ten- crushed 55-19 by the Trojans
nessee. Antrel Rolle of Miami — had the most players picked
was taken eighth by Minneso- with 11.
Sooners quarterback Jason
ta and Washington tapped Carlos Rogers, another Auburn White wasn't one of them. Fourteen passers were chosen over
Tiger, on the next selection.
Auburn was shut out of a the 2003 Heisman Trophy winchance to play for a national ner.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert
Pujols is sure the St. Louis
Cardinals will start hitting soon.
Pujols hit a two-run homer,
and David Eckstein and Mark
Grudzielanek each had three hits
to help the Cardinals complete
a three-game sweep of the Houston Astros with an 8-5 victory Sunday. The NL Central
leaders have won nine of 10
without consistent offense,
given the team's .243 batting
average.
"I just think you guys tak,
this too serious," Pujols said
"The season is just starting and
you struggle here and there
like we were early and it's,
'Oh man, what's wrong with
the Cardinals?
"It's too early, what did you
expect? Just go out there and
hit .500 right away as a team?
No, this is the big leagues,
this is not the minor leagues."
The Cardinals have been off
and on thus far, leaning more
on consistent starting pitching
than an overpowering lineup.
On Saturday, they won 1-0 ir.
10 innings, and three other times
they've scored three or fewer
runs.
Matt Morris (2-0) worked
five effective innings in bis
second start since shoulder sur
gery for the Cardinals, who have
won their last seven horne
games against the Astros -including the 2004 NL championship serres. St. Louis swept
the Astros at home for the first
time since May 21-23, 20(12
"These are big ones," Morris said. "A lot of times, the
wins in April make the differ
ence in September."
It was certainly momentous
for manager Tony La Russa,
who earned his 2,126th victory to break a tie with Joe
McCarthy for fifth on the career
list.
Jeff Bagwell had two RBIs
for the Astros, who are 1-8
on the road and 7-2 at home.
"It's ugly, it's really ugly,"
manager Phil Garner sal.
"We're going to have to briitg
in some snake oil and maybe
do an exorcism."

Lone Oak •Derby...
flashes lbv
Dgers over
weekend
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starters ranked ahead of -Sort It Out are Survivalist and Rockport Harbor.
The weekend results did little to change the
Run to the Roses' Top 10, with Zito's duo of
Bellamy Road and High Fly rated first and
second, respectively. Zito's other Derby horses
are Sun King, Noble Causeway and Andromeda's Hero.
On April 16, Bandini won the Blue Grass
Stakes and Flower Alley ran second to Afleet
Alex in the Arkansas Derby. Pletcher has sent
both to Churchill Downs to get ready for the
Derby, and Coin Silver, who came into the
Lexington with only a maiden victory in four
starts, will make the trip shortly.
Coin Silver was ridden by Javier Castellano, the regular rider for Bellamy Road.
Bellamy Road, owned by Yankees boss
George Steinbrenner, worked five furlongs Thursday at Churchill Downs in his first timed workout since winning the Wood Memorial by 17
1/2 lengths on April 9.
This week's top 10, with final Derby future
wager odds (Next start for each is the Kentucky Derby):

Insurance

Nobody can protect your AVM
any better these we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A seven-run seventh inning
was more than enough to push
visiting Lone Oak past Murray High 7-2 in Saturday's prep
baseball action at Ty Holland
Stadium.
The two squads remained
deadlocked in a scoreless tie
for the first six innings of the
contest, but the Purple Flash
(8-9) broke the scoring drought
in a big way in the final frame,
scoring seven runs — all
unearned — on six hits while
taking advantage of four Tiger
errors.
Murray (7-8) managed two 1. Bellamy Road (Nick Zito, trainer. Javier Castellano, iockey)
runs in the bottom of the sev- Drilled five furlongs in 1 02 4/5 at Churchill on Thursday. first VICA
than the
enth on a Lone Oak throwing since 17 1,2-length Wood win ... Is he so much better
error and a Matt Vinson single. But it wasn't nearly enough
to overcome the Flash.
Hugh Rollins (1-2) suffered
the pitching loss in relief, allowSpecial to the Ledger
.
ing seven runs on six hits in / Former Murray State tight end Jimmy St.
the final inning.
/Louis failed to get selected during the weekThe Tigers managed only end's NFL Draft, but signed a free agent confive hits in the game. Vinson, tract late Sunday with the Tennessee Titans.
11111 Masthay, Bradley Cobb,
"1 had some other offers after the draft, and
Taylor Houston and Aaron Wilone from the Titans was the best." said
the
son all had singles for MHS.
who finished a solid career last fall
Louis,
St.
Murray was scheduled to
"There were only seven tight
Racers.
the
with
return to the field today to
drafted, so there were a bunch of them
ends
host St. Mary at 4:30 p.m.
floating around out there wanting to sign. I
feel fortunate to get the opportunity with the
Titans."
St. Louis says he feels good about his situation in Nashville because the team is likely
to keep four tight ends on the roster.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pet GB
8 579
11
Atlanta
8 579
11
Honda
1
10 9 526
New York
1
10 9 526
Washington
3
8 11 421
Philadelphia
Central Division
L PcI GB
W
12 5 706
St Louis
9 9 500 3 1/2
Chicago
9 9 500 3 1/2
Cincinnati
8 10 444 4 1/2
Houston
7 11 389 5 1,2
Milwaukee
6 12 333 6 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
13 5 722
Los Angeles
8 579 2 1/2
11
Arizona
5
8 10 444
San Francisco
8 11 421 51/2
San Diego
6 12 333 7
Colorado

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 4, Philadelphia 0
Cincinnati 2. Florida 1
Washington 11, NY k4ets 4
St LOUIS 8, Houston 5
Chicago Cubs 5. Pittsburgh 2
L A Dodgers 8. Colorado 6
Milwaukee 8. Sari Francisco 5
Arizona 8, San Diego 6
Monday's Games
Houston (Oswalt 3-1) at Pittsburgh
(D.Williams 1-1). 6:05 p.m
Philadelphia (Lidle 0-2) at Washington
(Day 1-1). 6:05 pm
Atlanta (Ramirez 1-1) at N.Y. Mets
(Heilman 1-2). 6-10 p.m.
Cincinnati (P Wilson 1-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Prior 2-0). 705 p.m.
Milwaukee (ObermueHer 0-0) at St
Louis (Suppan 1-2). 7. 10 p.m.
Anzona (Vazquez 1-2) at L.A. Dodgers
(Lowe 1-1), 9:10 p.m.
San Diego (W.Williams 1-1) at San
Francisco (Lowry 1-1). 9.15 p.m

Amistan League Standings
AU Times COT
East Division
W L Pct GB
12 7 632
Baltimore
1
8 579
11
Boston
9 11 450 3 1/2
Toronto
4
421
11
8
New York
4
8 11 421
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
15 4 789 -Chicago
10 7 588 4
Minnesota
7
8 11 421
Cleveland
7 10 412 7
Detroit
10
263
14
5
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
8 579
11
Los Angeles
10 10 500 1 1/2
Texas
9 10 474 2
Oakland
9 10 474 2
Seattle

The Titans already have six-year veteran
Erron Kinney and second-year player Ben
Troupe on the roster. They also added Bo
Scaife from Texas in the sixth round of the
draft.
"It's a great step for me, and now I've got
to work even harder to show them that I can
make the Titans and be a contributor to the
team," St. Louis said.
St. Louis, who hails from Cullman, Ala.,
played three seasons with the Racers.
The Racers' other NFL hopefuls — defensive end Marcus White and cornerback Laroni
Gallishaw — were not selected in the two-day
draft and have yet to sign free agent contracts.

N Lakers
take top spot
at University
Five Cardinals taken in NFL Draft
Heights

From Page 1B

SCOTT NANNEY/Lediger & Times photo

Murray State center fielder Tyler Pittman (18) watches the ball as he follows through on this fifth-inning
swing during the 'Breds' 12-9 loss to visiting Tennessee Tech on Sunday afternoon. Pittman paced MSU
by going 3-for-5 at the plate with five RBI.
runs in the eighth inning and a home run, three runs and
one more in the ninth to pull two RBIs, while Lopez went
2-for-5 with a run and an RBI.
ahead 12-8.
Kent and Jamie Leidolf also
In the bottom of the ninth,
for MSU.
doubled
on
base
reached
Jason Payton
mound, Harris (4-3,
the
On
a fielder's choice. Lincoln Kent
suffered the loss,
OVC)
3-1
hit a two-out double, moving
Payton to third, and Lopez hit allowing nine runs (two earned)
a chop single to the pitcher's on eight hits, striking out two
mound, scoring Payton and clos- and walking one in 4-2/3
innings.
ing the scoring at 12-9.
Colt Ashman (2-4) got the
Pittman went 3-for-5 with
win for TM, allowpitching
five
and
run
a
slam,
grand
a
runs batted in, while Ebert ing eight runs (six earned) on
went 3-for-5 with a double and 11 hits, striking out five and
a run. Griggs went 2-for-4 with walking two in six-plus innings.

1.1.3J i_JJ

4-01-5 tor owner George Siainbrenner with earnings of
rest?
9611,400 .. Derby odds, 3-1.
Mout*
2. High Fly (Tho, Jerry Buy): Dolled five furlongs in
1:06 3/5 at Churchill on Friday over heavy track . trainer's most
consiebint colt ... 5-01-6 for owner Charlotte Weber of Live Oak
Plantation ... Derby odds. 13-1.
3. BandiN (Todd Pletcher, John Velazquez): Son c4 2000 Derby
winner Fused" Nessus ... More focused with each race ... 3-ofat
4 for owners Michael Tabor and Derrick Smith ... Arrived
Churchill on Friday, galloped 1 1/2 nits* Saturday ... Derby odds:
13-1.
4.Meet Ales(Tim Ritchey. Jeremy Rose): Couki be one to beat
be riding in
MI explosive Inish WA/lioness Maw tribi — Rase
his at Derby ... Geloped a mile at Churchill on Saturday
Deets odds: 16-1.
raced
IL High Limit (Bobby Frankel. Ramon Dominguez): Lightly
with just two siensMis year and four overall.. Blue Grass runDerby
ner-up but never a fecflor ... May not be ready for rugged
... Derby odds. 13-1.
5. Sun King (Zito, Edgar Prado): Prado stays despite poor effort
Expected to
in Blue Grass ... 3-04-7 for owner Tracy Farmer
work on Thursday ... Derby odds- 10-1.
7. Noble Causeway (Zito, Gory Stevens): Hall of Farrier Stevens
given the mount last week ... 2-o1-6 with three seconds tor owner
Derby odds 18-1
Leonard Riggio's My Meadowviivvi Farm
S. Flower Alley (Pletcher, Jorge Chavez) Late-bloomer comes
into Derby off runner-up finish in Arkansas Derby and win in
Lane's End Stakes ... Owned by Eugene klektyk ... Arrived at
Churchill on Fnday . Derby odds- 35-1
9. Buzzards Bay (Jeff Muffins. Mark Guidry): Can't keep Santa
3-01-8 for owner Fog City Stable.
Anna Derby winner off list
Derby odds- 12-1 (mutual heir!).
10. Consolidator (D. Wayne Lukas, undecided): At least Lukas is
in the Derby . Inconsistent coil 3-of-10 for owners Bob and
Beverly Lewis . Never count jour-time Derby winner Lukas out
Odds. 12-1

Racer TE signed by Titans

Sunday's Games
NY Yankees 11. Texas 1
Minnesota at Detroit ppd . Snow
Baltimore 7, Toronto 1
Chicago White Sox 4. Kansas City 3
Boston 11 Tampa Bay 3
Seattle 9. Cleveland 1
L.A. Angels 1, Oakland 0
Mondays GOWNS
Minnesota (Radke 1-3) at Detroit
(J.Johnson 2-1), 12:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Chen 1-1) at Boston
(D.Wells 2-2). 6:05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Garland 3-0) at
Oakland (Zito 0-3), 9:05 p.m.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — es last season at Louisville,
quarterback Stefan guiding the nation's No. 1
Louisville
Special to the Ledger
defensive back offense. He threw for 2,596
and
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — LeFors
were selected yards with 20 touchdowns in
Rhodes
Kerry
The Calloway County junior2004 as the Cardinals went 11varsity baseball team won all Sunday in the fourth round of I.
and
second
three of its weekend games to the NFL Draft, the
The 6-2 Rhodes was selecttake home the top spot in Uni- third Cardinals picked overall. ed by the New York Jets with
Later Sunday, Cardinals'
versity Heights' weekend tourthe 123rd overall pick. Rhodes
linebacker Robert McCune was started all 12 games for
nament.
The IV Lakers ran their drafted in the fifth round.
Louisville in 2004, finishing
record to 11-0 with a 14-1 win
The 6-foot LeFors will join with 57 tackles, two forced
over the host Blazers on Fri- -running back Eric Shattegwith fumbles and six interceptions.
day, followed by wins over the Carolina Panthers. §helton
The 6-foot, 245-pound
Union County (10-5) and Hop- vlia§ drafted in the second round
McCune was taken by the Washkinsville (7-5) on Saturday.
on Saturday. LeFors was the ington Redskins with the 154th
On Friday night Logan Seay
121st overall selection.
overall pick. McCune was the
twirled a one-hitter and fanned
The left-handed LeFors com- captain of Louisville's defense
eight as the Lakers got all the
in 2004. leading the team with
runs they would need in a two- pleted 73.5 percent of his passfirst
inning.
run
Seth Asher led the 14-hit
attack with a pair of doubles
and three RBI. Jacob Burks,
From Page 1B
Wes Neale and Logan Burks
Ken Topps has emerged as near the end of the Racers'
also added two hits for Calloway. Josh Reynolds. Wes Bur- the likely starter entering fall workout schedule.
"I don't want to discount
ris, Eric Berberich, Adam Craw- camp.
Pannunzio is not yet ready Ryne Salyer because he's made
ford and Casey Brockman also
Pannunzio
strides,"
contributed to the hit parade. to name a starting signal caller, great
In Saturday's first contest. but conceded that the 6-foot, claimed. "I've been impressed
Calloway stomped on Union 190-pound junior-college trans- with his progress."
Whoever the quarterback is
County with a nine-run first fer brings an added dimension
this Ml, he should have pleninning and then cruised home to the MSU backfield.
"He's a different kind of ty of playmakers to distribute
behind Reynolds' completequarterback from what we've the ball to. In addition to a
game effort.
Reynolds struck out five and had here in the past," said loaded backfield, the Racers
scattered seven hits while help- Pannunzio of Topps."He throws also have a stable of receivers
ing his own cause with three the ball real well, and he has that is potentially among the
best in the Ohio Valley ConRBI in the game. Jacob Burks, a lot of escapability."
Topps' emergence has also ference.
Seay and Berberich also logged
Rising senior Daniel gumsignaled the end of Adam Fishhits for the Lakers.
Asher took the mound to start er's career as a Racer. The 6- ley, who was the team's leadand allowed three hits over three 2, 200-pound Fisher started for ing wideout last season with 578
innings and left with a 3-2 MSU last fall, throwing for yards and six touchdowns on
lead before the rains set in for 1,485 yards and seven touch- 36 receptions, will lead a unit
good. Chase Chrisman made a downs after transferring from that is expected to include Kenhighlight reel diving catch in Coffeyville (Kan.) Community tucky transfer Maurice Marchleft with two outs to preserve College last offseason. But man and Frank Clayton, a transthe lead before taking the Topps' play this spring, in part, fer from Ole Miss. Juco transfer Jonathan Eiland, as well
mound for the final two frames. has led to Fisher's transfer.
The loss of Fisher leaves as rising sophomore Lee
Chrisman scattered three hits
rising sophomore Ryne Salyer McGinnis, also figures into the
and three walks for the win.
The Lakers broke a 5-5 tie as the only viable backup behind mix.
On defense, however, is
in the fourth with two runs to Topps. According to Pannunkeep their year-long winning zio, Salyer was having a good where the Racers have the most
spring until spraining his ankle questions. A depleted defenstreak alive.

•Racers ...

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT

474

115 tackles. He also had four
tackles behind the line, including two sacks.
Later, in the seventh and final
round, Buffalo selected running back Lionel Gates and
Tampa Bay took receiver J.R.
Russell.
Gates split time with Shelton and Michael Bush in
Louisville's backfield last season. He finished with 76 carries for 373 yards and seven
touchdowns.
The 6-3 Russell caught 73
passes for 96g yards and seven
TDs last season. Russell is a
Tampa. Fla. native.

( rpet
('Icancr
I 29)
rvrots.,

Rear Tine Tiller
Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

Drain Rooter

sive line — which had just
three healthy bodies by the end
of spring practice — has added
to those questions.
Pannunzio said the Racer
coaching staff was forced to
alter its spring program in order
to make up for the depleted
areas.
"We had to change our practices," explained Pannunzio,
who used offensive linemen on
the defensive line during scrimmages. "I'm impressed with
how our coaches handled everything."
Pannunzio hopes the move
of senior-to-be Keith McClain
from linebacker to defensive
end and the emergence ok ris—eking senior Barry Thomas at ta
le will help fill some of the
void on the line.
Defensive linemen won't be
the only thing Pannunzio will
be shopping for this spring.
The Racers must also fill two
positions on their coaching staff
after the departures of cornerbacks coach Derek Jones and
safeties coach Brent Bedsole.
Jones, a former Ole Miss
standout, left the program to
join the Middle Tennessee State
coaching ,staff, while Bedsole
will return to his native state
of Alabama to work on the
coaching staff at OVC rival
Samford.
"Both of those guys are very
dear to me, and I hate to lose
them," Pannunzio said. "But
they both had opportunities elsewhere that they felt like they
couldn't turn down."

Lindy Suitor
swifts* Woo*icy

6
111
Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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To SOW Cr MU,car lawavca
calla& ai WWI
SOS Reim St.• 753-5042

TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
p.m.
ESPN — Regional coverage, Atlanta at
N.Y Mots or Philadelphia at
Washington
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LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP
INTO COLLEGE OR A CAREER
Statistics indicate that fifty percent of students drop out of college and many spend
six-plus years finishing their education,
often because of lack of focused direction.
A tremendous need exists for students to
get good career counseling in order to
establish long-term goals and choose the
right career path.

CNA/CMA/Nurses'Aide
Full-time 2PM-10PM. Prefer experience
but will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray. EOE

DIRECTV
Satellite system free
Take Total Choice Plus
& get HBO, Cinemax,
Showtime, & Starz free
for 3 months •Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

060

060
Help Wanted

Hip Wanted

Contact Alexander and Associates
at 759-3138 for one-on-one career
guidance help.

Legal
Notice
BIDS, for upkeep o
Bethel
Cemetery,
accepted until 12 noon
April 30th, 2005. Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Almo, KY 42020

CI Nctice
[
Callloway
Gardens/Essex Downs
1505
Apartments
Diuguid Drive, Murray.
Now
KY
42071,
accepting bids for construction of dumpster
area fences. For more
information call: (270)
753-8556
MEDICAL Training
Phlebotomy training
with national cenifica
tion offered by Medical
Laboratory Service.
Starting May, all inclusive/S600.
(731)782-3110 or
(406)586-2040.

,

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NOW forming Monday
night 8-ball league at
Billiards.
Breaktime
759-9303

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
:Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
around
LOST
Keenland Dr. area.
brown/black
Large
"Rian".
dowg.
Akida/Shepherd mix,
family pet. Reward.
762-0813
060
He Wanted
ACCEPTING applicaions for housekeeping
at Ken Oak Resort in
Aurora. Must have
experience, good references and transportation. Apply in person
between 8Afiti and
6PM. No phone calls.
CFO needed full-time
beginning June 1. 4.
year accounting
degree required with
3.30 min GPA.
Experience preferred.
Please email resumes
to candice powerClaim.corn or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153. 270-2932069

12

at

DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES.
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
OTFI EXPERIENCE,
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD. (800)4686087

Cleane
WINDOW
PROGRAMMER/
SYSTEMS Manager. needed:
S'PORTABLE *Hard work
Scoreboards has an *Long hours
immediate opening for •Low pay
IT
Sonlight
an
Window
Manager/Programmer. Cleaning 293-5170
Candidate must have
extensive experience
Domostic & Childcare
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS -Access,
Housecleaning
HTML/SML and SQL. D'S
Highly motivated
Proficiency in C+, 753-3802
energetic
WILL watch your chilTelescript,
Digisoft,
dren. 10yrs experiand
DBA/Pervasive
individual for
Assembler preferred. ence. Very flexible
furniture delivery. The
times. 270-559-7291
successful candiApply in person at
Samantha
date will provide user
maintain
support,
CRASS
Microsoft/Novell
FURNITURE
Network. and Vodavi
Telephone
System.
103 S 3rd Street
Candidate will write
BE your own boss! Fo
applications and dataLOCAL Class A CDL
or
Sale
Lease
base quenes to support
Instruction
Job
store.
Convenience
business and engineerPlacement assistance.
Call 270-753-0212, ask
ing initiatives and proCall today to see if you
for Brad.
vide user support and
are eligible for state
ESTABLISHED fasttraining.
paid training! 877-554food franchise for sale
interpersonal
Good
3808
in Murray, KY. Call 1skills are a must. 800-351-9844
LOCAL Heating & A/C
skills
written
Excellent
Company accepting
required.
resumes for Billing
S'PORTABLE
Clerk/Dispatcher for its.
offers
Scoreboards
Service Department. competitive benefits
MOM COMPUTERS
Must be well organized
A+ Certified Technician
wages commensuand
and be able to multiOn site service.
rate with experience.
task. This position
759.3556
E-mail resume and
requires working
samples of programpublic.
the
with
directly
ming/html experience
Want to Buy
Computer experience
itjobs scoreto
required. Send
boardl.com
$$CASH$$ paid to
resumes to P.O.Box
DISH-NET
used)
KY
Murray.
1040-T,
RECEPTIONIST/OFFI
WORK receivers/dish
42071
CE SUPPORT for local
es. Will pick up. Call tol
Duties free 1-888-569-2812
NEEDED: Legal assis- company.
include phone answertant/paralegal opening
Co.
Logging
A&A
and
greeting
at busy law office. ing,
Buyer of standing timgentyping.
visitors,
include:
assisting
Duties
ber, pupwood, pine.
eral office support and
transcription, schedulPh. 658-3676 or 705ing contact with clients, light accounting. Word
9099
attorneys, and insurand Excel a must. Full
colANTIQUES,
benethe
on
health
time with
ance adjusters
lectibles, used costume
phone and in person. fits. 8AM-5PM. Starting
at $6.50/hr. Send jewelry, kitchen items,
Health insurance and
knick-knacks, fumrture,
matched
resUme to: P.O. Box
employer
yard related, shed or
1279, Murray, KY
retirement plan. Pay
barn clean outs, old
Of
depends on experi- 42071
coins, misc. 753-6793.
hlt4843@yahoo.com
ence. Send resume to
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
P.O. Box 1023, Murray,
REFRIGERATED camWe buy 1 or all Call
KY 42071.
er wanted OTR drivers:
Larry at 753-3633
OPTOMETRIC assissolo or teams. Running
CASH paid for
tant needed. Please
out of Murray, KY.
good, used guns.
send resume to: P.O.
Hospitalization, paid
Benson Sporting
Box 1040-B, Murray,
vacation. Out 7-10
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
KY 42071
days or less. 1-800Murray.
PART time office work. 753-7577
Must have office expeMARX Battleground,
advisors
references. SAFETY
rience,
Resume to: 108 N. $2500 month, manager Johnny West. GI Joe.
Bill 492-6129
trainee's $3000 month
12th St., Murray.
Call
train.
will
Company
NOW buying a scrap
Grand
PATTI'S in
metal, aluminum cans
M-F gam-1pm only! 1Rivers is looking for
and scrap cars. (will
friendly 800-578-8799
courteous,
pick up cars.) Key Auto
sales associates willing
Guard
SECURITY
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
to work weekends.
Murray
Openings:
South. 753-5562
evenings, and holi/Calvert City area. Fax
USED carpeting, elecdays. Previous experiresume to. 444-0389.
tric baseboard heaters,
ence helpful but not
refrigerators. air condirequired. Please apply
tioners, stoves, and
Mon-Fri, ask for Jan.
doors. 753-4109
PHARMACIST
Syirits WANT to buy junk cars.
trucks, and tractors
Full time or part
now accepting
436-5235
time. Good pay,
applications
WANT to buy: Junk Car
great benefits.
for experienced and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
servers &
Six days a week.
kitchen staff.
WANTED: riding mowApplrin person
ers that need work.
in Murray
110 South 5th
436-2867

POSITION
AVAILABLE!

Bull Pen

Steaks 8e

270-759-3021.
ask for manager.
EOE

PRINTING - BINDERY
WORKER. Previous
experience helpful, will
train person with good
Printing
references.
Services, 102. N 4th
St., Murray.
TWO star child care
center is now accepting
applications for child
care providers with
child care experience.
Apply at 701 S. 4th St..
Murray

Street

ALL
SER
rEASITE s KS' CONTROL CO
Now taking
applications for
service
technicians.
Apply in person at
1604 State Route
121 N in Murray.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR,"

Arbcies
For Sale

FREE L.P. GAS PILL
WITH NEW 20 LB.
TANK PURCHASE.

B&B BROKERS
L.P. GAS
753-4389
INTERNET
High Speed Internet via
satellite. Only. $29.99
per month. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
4

INSURANCE

)k, ifir.tiT '6 labPt
.

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

ELECTRIC
metal
scooter. Great shape,
asking $2,900. 7537970

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare doe@ not pay. $912 on Part k $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR WY CLIENTS

FREE
DISH Network Satellite
Free DVR
System
Upgrade. Ask about
for
channels
180
$31.99 per month.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
— PREPLANNING

—

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who

OFFICE desks, Coke
machine, washer and
dryer, M.I.G. and TI.G.
welders, Case tractor
with backhoe attachment. 753-4109

love you.

270-7;-2411

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

TRUCK bed tool box.
Champion
Delta
Diamond Aluminum.
For full size pickup.
Has lock and key.
$100. 753-6299
TV'S
Come by & check out
our large selection of
TV's. Compare our
phces Ai/ Circuit City &
Best Buy. TV furniture
also available. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite,
500 N. 4th St., Murray
759-0901

I

Frost
FRIGIDAIRE
Proof refrigerator. Ice
maker, full size. 7535149'
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES

Ward-Elkins
r, the square
753-1713

*eel
FARM Pro of Murray
20- 25- 30 HP diesel
tractors, backhoes, finish mowers. We service what we sell. 270293-2003 or 270-2271397

For Complete Auction, Call
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
(270)703-6000
Wayne Wilson Realty
(270)753-5086
Diana Stubblefield, Associate
(270)527-2931

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Maar!, Owners

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as
56.00 per week.
11 3 Week Contract)

DON'T miss our .Aprit
sale on all lot models.
Buy Now and Save
Thousands $$$. We
welcome you to shop
and compare. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568
GREAT Floorplan 4
bedroom, 2 bath.
Game room with fireplace & entertainment
package. 2x6 sidewalls. Flat Residential
ceilings, Thermalpane
$57.995.
Windows
Keith Baker Homes,
Pans, TN. 731-6440012, 800-533-3568

MOBILE home and lot,
$14.500. 753-6012

14X65 needs a little
work, cheap! 293-6473

\I( 11111 I 114 )\II
I
1•0.1 l \

1986 Fleetwood 3-br,
2-bath, 14x76, must be
after
moved. Call
5:00p.m.
(731)479-3420

104 N.4Th STREET

11

4postments For Rent \

.11111211emos For SSW \

4melmeras For %sat
.1111211

16)(90
nice
VERY
mobile home ('95) on 1
acre lot in Conrad
Heights Subdivision at
365 Rieman Rd off
Hwy. 280. One block
from East Elementary,
3 BR, 2 bath, all electric. All appliances
included except washer. Attached front porch
and 12x20 covered
back porch. $42,500.
Several vacant lots for
sale in same subdivision. For more information call 753-8151 Or
753-5976.

O 2or apts. near 2 Room au turraarted.
an 0R1I98S, water, elec
Murray
downtown
starring at $200/mo. Inc, Oberst. and cable
included. Access to
753-4 109.
pool & fitness room.
/,2 & 3BR apts. avail$150
$400/month,
able for immediate
deposit. Singles for
occupancy. Please call
$350 and up plus
753-8221.
deposit. Call for infor1BR apt available, all
(270)753mation.
appliances furnished. 8407.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
2BR,2 Bath apartment
all major appliances
1BR Unfumished Apt.
$265.00, close to cam- furnished. 753-7903
753-7813.
pus. available April

280
Roble Homes Far RIM
in
bedroom
2
Northwind. Call 7539866 or 489-2847

SINLARGEST
GLEWIDE DEALER IN
WEST TENNESSEE:
Where We Own The
Bank. Let us get you in
a new home today - no
money down - with
your deed. Call 731642-6438

14X60 new appliances
and carpet. 2 porches
and utility pole. Priced
to sell. 753-4026

1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home. Must sell
$22,500 or best offer!!
753-9107.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

LOTS for rent
9886

753

1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, all
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496

MCKINNEY INS.

1 br apt. All appliances
$335/mo,
included.
pets allowed. 4366291.

753-3500

1.No pets. 753-5980
1BR. 1 bath studio.
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath. washer & dryer,
$410 month 753-7559
1BR, 1 batit, C/H/A,
pets allowed, $280/mo.
deposit required 7532225
1BR, 1 bath. washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
MSU!
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

4 bedroom house. 1, 2.
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for lbr
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
HILLWOOD Drive: 2BR
apt. $350/mo. lease &
req.,
deposit
water/sewage/trash
turn. Call 293-5117
LARGE,- very nice 2
bedroom. All appliincluding
ances
Dryer
&
Washer
location.
Excellent
Veach Properties (270)
759-5885 or (270) 2937085.

111000-4101111410, -410111100,..410110

Run It Until It SELLS!
•
Get rid of your unwanted items.
•
1999 Mobile Home
Items under $200.00
16x70 electric C/I-VA.
A.

•

W&D
refrigerator.
front
underpinned,
porch, excellent condition, set up on rented
lot in Stella, KY
•
$18,900. 753-9688

• Individual for sale items only

• Pre-payment only
• Includes internet posting
• Price must be included in ad.
• No changes • No refunds for cancellation

3 BEDROOM HOUSE
& LAND: 1/4 mile from
Perryville Marina! Only
$23,000 Call nOWI"
731-584-9429
4 AND 5 BEDROOM
DOUBLEWIDES: Both
priced to sell in the
$50's. WE'RE DRIVING HIGH PRICES
OUT OF TOWN. Call
the "Loan Arranger'
today at 731-642-4046.
ASSUME PAYMENTS
ON HOUSE NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
731-584-9429
OVERSTOCKED
WITH SINGLEWIDES
- Prices slashed!!! Call
now!!! 731-6049429

20 word limit
MURRAY

LEDGERS:FRIES

lov
A
41/

$20.00
Classified
Department:
753-1916

•
•

•

I

1110
1110
111110*- -4,
/4

010- .101114.0"- 40111111410" -411101.

FREE GAS WITH
LEASE
MUR-CAL APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments
902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm, Wed. 11 am-6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD # 1-800-648-6056

&

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for more details!
wered By

liN 10
Apertures For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Cat today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 38R, 2BA duplex,
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEW apt, 1 BR $300
deoosit.(205)361-4763.
(334)419-6066
duplex
NICE 2BR
on
apartment
Dr
Northwood
Appliances furnisheil
no pets, $425 7535992
NICE 2BR duplex w/
carport 753-7457 or
436-6357
ONE-BEDROOM, furnished apartment with
walk-in closet. All
ties paid except elec.
tnc. Two blocks from
campus.
university
Available May 1. 7535330
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
IBR From $280
2BR From $325
Can Toderit
753-10000.

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monday, April 25,2,005

ssricsi prop tor rent
co[ ili
f
7,100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres.
Office space, 2 bathrooms, equipped with
gas heat, air hookup.
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location. The building is
divided and can be
leased by section. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Finished to
your specs. 15x50. Call
Nelson Shroat 7593772 or 752-0201
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
For Sale baby ducks,
chicks, several different breeds. Female
Pigmy goat. 437-3213.
Rad Estate

CANTERBURY
Subdivision, 1553
Oxford Dr., 48R,
2.5BA, LA, DR, K,
den, utility room,
bonus room for kids,
30x36 garage. fenced
backyard, approx.
3,700 sq.ft. city school
district. 759-1506, 2934183

1x1 CONSib I ENCY SPECIAL IN THE'
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY S75.00 PER
MONTH.
(regulAr price S120.52)
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING AT
(270) 753-1916 FOR DETAILS

FOR sale by owner:
summer getaway or
home for those who
love to fish, located
one block off Lake
Barkley near Cadiz.
two bedroom w/carport, stacked w/d, new
Me/carpet, bog storage
shed, VA approved,
$45,000 Call 270-4362618
investment!
GREAT
Live free, pay off mortgage. 4 apartments,
large 4/2 & 1/1 plus 2
small 1/1's. All leased.
maintenance
Low
bnck, new Pella winlot.
dows, double
$111,000 Will consider
gold, silver, or car as
down payment. 2270406 or 761-1402
MINI Farm 3-br, bnck
home, 9-acres, fenced
ground, LR. DR. Den,
full basement, 50x70
pole barn, Pilot Oak
Community. $125,000.
(270)468-5034.
NEWLY REMODELED!
3BR, 2BA home on
large lot 1510 North
4th St. $89,500. Call
759-1533 or 293-1025
Red brick 38R, 1 bath
central 11/A, 1.2 acres
with 2 stony outbuilding,
$86,000. „. (270)492.rovidenc,e
62-Ot'
area.

MURRAY GoCart 1
seater with roll bar &
seat belt. 6.0 HP
Tecumsen motor, like
new. $600. 753-4342

• YOUR
SPACE
COULD BE
SERE.

*Minimum of one month
*Prepayment required
*No refunds for early
cancellation

MCKINNEY INS.
104 N.4TH STREET

\Val Mier garden
xx ilk tractor.
Rea.intakie price..
Can 759-1252.
I am% e name and

753-3500

number.

I ;r) I
I 14 x

1

18ft. bass boat, 150HF5
Johnson. 2-depth finders. Trolling motor.
Looks
Runs great
sharp. $2,600 firm.
436-5101. Leave message. .
1980 Polarcraft 14ft
Aluminum Jon Boat
with 1966 18 horse
Evtnrude $750.00
(270)752-0179 or 4354693.

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work.
092-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

N101-014( 1•1
1\•,1 I: \\I I

ABSOLUTE Images
new
Photography's
telephone number is
to
Call
753-0334
Weekend
MURRAY
wedding,
schedule
Licensing
Real Estate
senior and prom porClass! Presented by
traits
Career
American
Training Real Estate. 2004 blonde Shadow
AFFORDABLE Lawn
School May 12-21 and
Care Lawns mowed
Sabre 1100 Candy
I June 2-18. Meeting apple red, windshield, free estimates 293Awns For Rsat
1924
530- saddle bags, backrest.
Thurs/Friday
10:15pm and Saturday 830 miles, $8,000
AFFORDABLE small
Bath.
BR, 2
2
41 Murray
engine repair and lawn
OBO. 731-644-7937
Westwood Drive, no 8am-4:50pm
care service Call Wes
$550, Chamber of Commerce
Rent
pets.
Meeting Rm. Prepay
2000 HD 883 custom, at 270-436-2725 or
Deposit $200 759and preregister for
windshield, low miles, 270-226-8080
'1229.
guaranteed seating. some chrome 293ALL CARPENTRY
2BR, 1 BA, 2 car
$960 investment, with
0212 or 759-4935
Remodeling, additions,
garage, 1 mile north of
payment plan $320
porches, decks, sun
Murray. Call 759-1204
down Call 270-223rooms, roofing, vinyl
Udliy Wicks
after 8100PM
0789.
siding, mobile home
2BR. 753-4860
deloiseadams 44,yahoo.
1992 Toyota 4 Runner, repair, sagging floors.
3BR, 1713 Oakhill, all
4x4, power windows termite & water damappliances furnished. TWO story brick apartand locks, moonroof, age. Larry Nimmo
$675/mo. 293-7738
ment building with 5 high miles, $2,500. (270)753-9372
or
units.
Excellent 762-0540
two-BR
3BR, 2 bath newly
(270)753-0353
remodeled, $500/mo. income -producer.
APPUANCE REPAIR
1990 Jeep Cherokee
Discount if paid early. $125,000. 270-753SERVICE & PARTS
4
tilt,
pw,
Auto,
N.
Laredo.
4109,
207
270-227-1545
(270)489-2515.
door, 4.0 six cylinder, (270) 293-8726 OR
Cherry St., Murray
759-5534
$1,500. 753-0514
38R, 28A, appliances,
Uia Property
Chuck Van Buren
C/H/A. no pets. $600
ASPHALT
rent and deposit. 1 year
Used Cars
Barkley
LAKE
SEALCOAT1NG
lease. 753-3791 after
Waterfront! 3.9 ac *Commercial
5PM or leave mes- $49,900. New to mar99 Ford Mustang
*Residential
sage
Electric windows, tilt
ket. Ideal location. Will
Free Estimates
player,
autoowner.
CD
Call
not
cruise,
last!
3130
TRAVIS
transmission,
matic
866-924-4328
*wags 110081
SEALCOATING
PRIVATE party wants 82,500 miles, $5,700.
(270) 753-2279
Or
A&F Warehousing
to purchase unim- (270)985-0481
BACKHOE &
(270)839-8465
Near MSU $20-50
proved waterfront propTRUCKING
erty.
No
753-7668
realtors
ROY HILL.
1987 Nissan Sentra, 5please. 436-2658
Septic system, gravel
speed, sunroof. 37+
G&C
white rock
mpg, $1.400. 762-4795
STORAGE and
436-2113
tFar Slim
il
PROPANE
'86 Mercedes 560 SL
Dozer work & Track
119 E. Main
hoe
2 lots in Pine Bluff 5.6 V8, excellent looks,
(270) 753-6266
runs great, both tops.
cal
Please
Shores.
Cell: (270) 293-4183
loaded_ $13,500. No
Bluegrass
767-9037
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
rust or wrecks Dark
Washing
Pressure
blue, leather. 6 disc
MURRAY Store and
"Let us do your dirty
CD.
270-376-2434
Lock presently has
work."
units available 753- 2BR
with
vertical
Call time 3:30-8:30 PM
1984 Monte Carlo SS
2905 or 753-7536.
duplex behind. Grea
Must see to appreciate,
270-217-6908
investment. $65,000. $1,800 270-354-9775
PREMIER MINISTOR270-753-4109. 270CARPORTS Starting
AGE *Inside climate
227-1545
at $675. installed. Roy
Vans
control storage
Hill (270)436-2113.
and
ADORABLE
•Securrty alarmed
affordable, 3BR. 2.5BA
Cecil McLeod's.
2002 Chevy Venture
*Safe & clean
tri-level, 1900 sq.ft. 80.600 miles, $7,500
Small Engine Repair.
•We sell boxes!
Recently
updated. blue-green
Pick up and delivery.
exterior.
•We rent U-i-fauls
great neighborhood. 753-2552 day or 753753-9814.
753-9600
404 Camelot Dr 436- 8736 night
Cut Lawn
CLEAN
2994 $119.500
Care. Lawns mowed,
sommericalpqL for rot
MUST Sell Two bedfree estimates. 293room, 1 bath house in
1924
OFFICE space. Village
Almo
Needs TLC
2002 Ford Explore
Center. 1406 North
$15.000 No RTOI No
COMPLETE
Sport Trac 4 whee
12th St 1,200 sq. contracts, For appt
Al
AUTO REPAIR
pickup.
drive
h.753-7559
437-3213
optionS. 79,000 miles
condition.
excellent
753-2030
$12,800.
between 8AM-5PM

l

CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
ON.) HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
EXPERIENCED
appliance repair, home
maintenance, and
electrical work.
References available.
270-759-3699
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, 'removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 41392839.
& T laws %nisi
NI.,yrittg
\14Re.ork I to•rw. mad Reseeding 1
Garden Breslin% -111engeggine
ight 270-489-2533
Cell: 279-293411pk.

HALL'S Houst
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior
Reasonable rates

GARDEN of Eden
Lawn Care. Mowing,
trimming, hedges &
trimmed.
bushes
Gutters cleaned out,
leaf removal. landscaping. 489-2689 or 1-888489-2689
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal,Spring cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste.
etc. (270)489-2583

MOWING
No job too big or
too small.
Call Steve at
(270)753-9297
MOWING, mulching,
landscaping, hauling.
Free estimates. 731782-3221. leave message
int.!
(ortmatuaLkiNklvilii..11
ticall(
Striping.,'tattling.
exelix all(lat.
,
11111
k
-:;94).5111 •
PAYTON LAWN LARt
Mowing.
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Baekhoe Work.
270-436-5507 Home
270-293-7717 Cell
Trim
&
PRUNE
Landscaping Service.
Free estimates. Call
270-489-2275 or 7270613
WILL push mow yards.
Call 270-227-2870, ask
for Billy for estimate.

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
-Brick 'Alt External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots &I Driveways
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

G)
FREE MOWNIN
Pro444,
es
jtown
tilf•'
V.

RESICOIA
LLC.
Contractors,
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance derma welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Wafters. 753-2592.

Handyman
TONY'S
Service Roofs. Metal
or shingle Flooring,
construction,
small
repairs. You need it
done. I can do it! Have
references. Just call
Tony Knight 753-7495

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscopes

kv Jacqueline liar

what is going wrong, but all that
is right in your life. Consider a
risk and evaluate the potential
damage. Difficulties surround
financial dealings with others.
Tonight, Lighten up your mood
with some laughter and tun.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to understand what is happening with a
family member and/or domestic
matter. Others might be cantankerous and erratic. Listen well to
others' points of view. You don't
have to agree. Tonight: Happy at
home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your good mood metts
barriers faster than logic or even
laughter. Listen and respond to
what others share. Be willing to
revamp your schedule, if need
be. Your ability to flex could
make or break your day. Flex,
please. Tonight: Munchies at a
favorite place.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Your intuition helps you
zero in on a money venture. Your
ability to read between the lines
The Stars Show the Kind of helps many -- including you -- be
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: more effective and understand4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; ing. A problem demands creative
brainstorming. Do just that.
1 -Difficult
Tonight: Your treat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Push yourself to get past 21)
energize with the
an immediate restriction and/or **** You
Moon in your sign. You can easiproblem. When you do this, you
ly accomplish a lot more than
could easily figure out what is
you thought possible. Ask for
has
what
of
blocking you. Let go
support and help. Before you
been a problem. Discussions iniknow it, what you were trying to
tiated by others bring on a new
do will be a done deal. Tonight:
understanding.
dimension of
Others follow your lead.
Tonight: Think like someone
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
else.
***
Take your time getting
20)
-May
20
(April
TAURUS
basics. You see that not
to
down
***** Work with one other
as
person, and you'll get results. everyone has the same ideas
you. Something workable could
You could discover that what you
want is a lot different from *flat emerge through an unexpected
you thought'U WAritffd".-1,p60- —eaft br-cornment. Accept compliments gracefully. Tonight: Plan
your mind to new ideas. Be willing to walk a different path. on some downtime.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Tonight: Defer to someone else.
**** A sudden expenditure
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have no control over could backfire. You need to be
anybody but yourself. This fact careful with spending, even if
becomes abundantly clear today. there doesn't appear to be a
cloud on the horizon. Focus on
You don't want to be negative
your long-term desires. You will
about others. Practice loving
hit the bull's-eye before you
new
a
You'll
galn
detachment.
know it. Tonight: Get into a
perspective if you do. Tonight: Be
favorite game or pastime.
flexible with those who count.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Stunning news might *** You could shake up the
you to scatter. status quo if you're not careful.
encourage
Listen to feedback from those
Recognize the end results of
you. Understanding
around
doing just that. Force yourself to
concentrate and do one project takes you in a new direction.
Respond to a close friend's or
after another. You laugh,,And
associate's feedback. Accept
someone responds. Try 'somemore responsibility. Tonight: Out
thing different. Tonight: Don't
late.
push yourself.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, April 26,2005:
270-489-6084
Work with partners rather than
270-562-0228
go your own way this year.
Teamwork allows you greater
HOUsE WASHING success and a greater sense of
& PRESSURE
contentment in your daily life.
WASHING
Your theme for this birthday
Free estimates
year is "the quality of your life."
You will do what's necessary to
Call (270)345-2455
well.
moment
the
live
or 293-9024
Sometimes your actions will
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
involve peoplo, and at other
PAINTING
times spiritual or material ven'For all residential and
tures. Curb a tendency to overeat
small commercial
or to take your health for grantpainting needs
ed. If you are single, someone
*Interior & Exterior
will charge into your life late fall"
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
or after. You will develop a sigLouver doors / shutters nificant relationship with this
-No lob too small
person. If you are attached, the
•Free estimates
two of you will become closer as
753-8858.
the winter months set in. Enjoy a
Mower newfound
MOODY'S
understanding.
Repair pick-up & deliv- SAGITTARIUS helps you deal
er. 753-5668
with money.

.

270-293-308a

NS.

Servioss Waal

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** With the exception of
one situation, communication
flourishes. Try not to focus on

BORN TODAY
Actor, singer Michael Damian
(1962)

NEW JOHN DEERE
t108 LAWN TRACTOR
JOHN DEERE

ONLY S1,599

NOINING RUMS [114•DEERE'

Call us for oilstone

insured -

(270)29343923
Mow* - Mukhing - Seeding - landscaping
ties& ?limning -• &sideline!- Coinseerdel

LAX'S SEAMLESS
GUTTERS
Install-Repair-Clean
Locally Owned
FREE ESTIMATES
(270) 436-5403

UGLY ROOF STAINS

ENJOY JOHN DEERE
VALUE AT A $1,599 PRICE.
GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
WITH THE NEW L108 LAWN TRACTOR.
CHECK OUT THIS OFFER AND MORE
AT YOUR DEALER TODAY!

wee JohnOeors corn/Mowers

270-753-3699

2000 Chevy Silvered°
1500 LS 271, 4-door,
95,000 miles, aN highway, excellent condiMust
tion $13,900.
sell. 270-293-1222
1990 Peterbitt day cab
1987 Mate Frameless
trailer 38f1 $23,500
270-382-2591 or 270832-7144

( i1.(11t 11
1 1 14\ 1( 1
I \\\ \ .

A W A Y. Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
Lar1/t4—__thidiS211
hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 7674213

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003 WWWARBROOf.COM

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4116
1$1.511111a erne et new ni abases sed Nee met tenon sec Irlieekt, sotto e,enemy tn.
Weilabellty ii
seeds neeserenedestse.Weir deansintseselignetssen esperstets liseees erne efts yeses,toaff,,1...a.
honesSeer evensi.ad JOON WM are wedesselos stgesre deneney
11715I)enellINSIMIONIgt5
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Husband's mind is closed to looklogBack
10 years ago
wife's open door policy
The United Way of Murray

Options for
gallstones
DEAR DR. GOTT: What
would you recommend for an
86-year-old woman with gallstones? I'm constantly fatigued,
dizzy, sick
to my stomach,
and
have chills
and
hot
flashes. I've
lost
30
pounds in
less
than
three years,
Dr. Gott and my doctor feels I'm
too old for
By
Dr. Peter Gott surgery. Do
you'?
DEAR READER: Gallstones, which often prevent the
flow of bile from the liver to
the intestine, characteristically
cause recurring abdominal pain
("colic"), gas, bloating and
digestive disturbances. On occasion, gallstones may completely block the bile duct, resulting in jaundice and liver inflammation.
In addition, the stones can
irritate the lining of the gallbladder, leading to chronic indigestion and abdominal discomfort. In some instances, gallstones are "silent," meaning that
they're not associated with any
symptoms and are discovered,
by accident, during routine Xrays.
In the past, the only effective method of treating gallstones was abdominal surgery
to remove the gallbladder (and
its stones). This was uncomfortable surgery requiring an
extended convalescence.
Today, however, three newer
methods have largely supplemented traditional gallbladder
surgery.
In the first, called laparoscopic cholecystectomy, a small
tube is put into the abdominal cavity through a tiny incision. Using various devices
introduced through the tube,
doctors can remove the gallbladder and stones. This oper-
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ation is much less unpleasant
than traditional surgery, and
the convalescence is far less
lengthy.
Gallstones can also be dissolved using a drug called Actigall. The prescribed pills are
taken three times a day. This
treatment, which is not effective for all types of gallstones,
must be continued for up to
a year, and patients must be
monitored regularly with ultrasound examinations.
Finally, some types of gallstones may be pulverized using
waves
electromagnetic
(lithotripsy).
In general, the method of
treatment depends on the type
and number of stones, their
location, the seriousness of the
symptoms, the patient's state
of health and preferences, and
other factors. For example, any
surgery is more risky in an
elderly person, who may have
heart or lung disorders that
could cause serious complications.
In your case, I'm not sure
that all yotir symptoms are
caused by gallstones. This common affliction is usually not
with dizziness,
associated
fatigue, chills, hot flashes or
weight loss.
Therefore, your doctor may
believe that surgery is not
appropriate for you. Ask him
about the other techniques I
mentioned. Furthermore, you
may need other X-rays and
blood tests to define the reason that you are so unwell.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Gallbladder Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, -stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been married for
2 1/2 years, and ever since
we came home from the honeymoon we have had an ongoing argument. When no one
is home, I
like to bathe
the
with
bathroom
door open
because that
way I can
listen to television
while I'm in
Dear Abby the tub.
My husband conBy Abigail
stantly comVan Buren
plains that
his married kids might walk
into the house and catch me
bathing. I feel that since they
don't live here, they should
not walk in, and if they do,
it's their problem and it probably won't happen again. Please
help settle this. -- "BUBBLES"
IN IDAHO
DEAR BUBBLES: If the
situation were reversed, I'm sure
your husband's "children"
would be nonplussed if you
walked into their homes without notice and caught them in
the act of bathing -- or worse.
They shouldn't be entering your
house without first calling to
see if a visit is convenient.
Settle the argument by installing
deadbolt locks on your front
and back doors and using them
when you don't want to be interrupted.
004

DEAR ABBY: I was recently in a grocery store and
noticed that one of the other
women shopping that day was
a little person. It was clear
that she was able to shop on
her own, but she had some
large items in her cart.
When we reached the checkout line, she was directly behind
me. In her can were some
large cases of soda. She was
able to get the cases out, but
with much more effort than it
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would have taken me.
I wish I could have helped.
but I wasn't sure how to go
about it. Do little people find
it offensive when a person of
average height offers his or
her assistance? How should I
go about offering my help in
the future? -- WANTS TO
HELP IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR WANTS TO HELP:
Little people are just like big
people. Some will welcome
the offer; others may not. It
is never rude to smile and
offer someone a helping hand.
The wording doesn't have to
be fancy, just "Would you like
some help with that?"
P.S. However, if the answer
is "no," please don't take it
as a personal rejection.
000

and Calloway County will send
$2,500 to the Metro Oklahoma
City United Way to assist in
the relief efforts after the bombing of the federal building in.
Oklahoma City.
Army National Guard Pvt.
Todd B. Smotherman is taking basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C.
Murray High School Tigers
won 8-6 over Mayfield Cardinals in a baseball game. John
David Poyner was the Murray
pitcher.
20 years ago
After voting in 1937 to go
dry, Murray residents reaffirmed the 47-year-old decision to keep liquor out of Murray on April 23 with the final
vote being 2483 yes and 3560
no, according to Calloway
County Clerk Marvin Harris.
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries Int. named
Marlene E. Slaughter CPS as
secretary of the year who works
for Attorney Mark Blankenship at the law firm of Hughes, Gregory, Easley and
Blankenship; and LTC. Charles
M. Knedler Jr. as boss of the
year with his secretary being
Faye C. Wells CPS.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Michael Spoerner, Tammy
Andrews and Gail Horn, fourth
graders at Murray State University School, heading for their
bus to go to an overnight
nature study trip at the Land
Between the Lakes.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
P. Wright and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Steven Owens, April
13.

Jeanette Cathey Blakefielc%
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.L;
Cathey of Murray, will be onc
of the artists showing her worit
at the Exhibiting Artist Feder,
ation Inc., Poultney, Vt.
40 years ago
Bids for construction of a
new section of US Highway
641 North of Murray will open
May 14. The project will begin
at North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, and extend to near
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
at a distance of 2.2 miles.
The final concert for children, performed by Murray
State College Symphonic Band
and sponsored by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, was for children of Murray City Schools.
Murray College High, Douglass High and Faxon Elementary at the MSC auditorium
Previou? copcerts had been for
the othbe-county schools.
50 years ago
The second annual Society
Horse Show will be held May
6 at the Ty Holland Stadium
at Murray High School. This
event is sponsored by the Murray High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association.
Elected as new officers of
Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church were
Mrs. M.C. Ellis, Mrs. Howard
Titsworth, Mrs. Walter Baku.
Mrs. Clement Moore and Mr
Davy Hopkins.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Mason
Churchill and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Thompson'.
Ruth Spann and L.D. Warren were married April 2 at
Hazel Baptist Church.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 13year-old girl. and I have a little brother, "David," who is
9. David is a real pest. He
goes through my bras and
underwear, and walks in when
I'm taking a shower or drelsing. (And yes, the door is
closed.) I have tried telling
him — and shouting at him - to stop and give me some
privacy, but whenever I or my
parents do, he doesn't get the
point. He doesn't mean any
harm — but it's quite childish, isn't it?
Please help me. I'm sure
it'll help other readers my age,
too. -- FED-UP SISTER,
HAIFA, ISRAEL
DEAR SISTER: Your
brother isn't a baby anymore
and neither are you. He may
mean no harm, but at 9, he's
old enough to respect other people's property and privacy.
Because neither you nor your
parents can make David understand that these intrusions are
rude and an invasion of priBy The Associated Press
vacy, ask your parents to install
Today is Monday, April 25, the 115th day of 2005. There
locks on the doors of the bathroom and your bedroom. He are 250 days left in the year.<*J?
Today's Highlight in History:
may be just a child, but you're
On April 25, 1945, during World War II, U.S. and Soviet
a big girl now.
forces linked up on the Elbe River, a meeting that dramatized
•..
Dear Abby is written by the collapse of Nazi Germany's defenses.
On this date:
Abigail Van Buren, also
In 1792, highwayman Nicolas Jacques Pelletier became the
known as Jeanne Phillips,
be executed by the guilloand was founded by her moth- first person under French law to
tine.
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
In.- 159. ground was broken for the Suez Canal.
Dear Abby at www.DearAbIn 1898, the United States formally declared war
by.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
-1915, during World War I, Allied soldiers invadid the
In
90069.
CA
Angeles,
Gallipoli Peninsula in an unsuccessful attempt to take the
•••
Ottoman Turkish Empire out of the war.
In 1945, delegates from some 50 countries met in San Francisco to organize the United Nations.
In 1959, the St. Lawrence Seaway opened to shipping.
In 1983, Soviet leader Yuri V. Andropov invited Samantha
Smith to visit his country after receiving a letter in which the
Manchester, Maine, schoolgirl expressed fears about nuclear
war.
In 1983, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft crossed Pluto's orbit,
speeding on its endless voyage through the Milky Way.
In 1990, Violeta Barrios de Chamorro was inaugurated as
president of Nicaragua, ending 11 years of leftist Sandinista
rule.
In 1990, the Hubble Space Telescope was deployed from
the space shuttle Discovery.
Ten years ago: Show business legend Ginger Rogers died
in Rancho Mirage, Calif., at age 83.
Five years ago: Assailants shot and killed Zika Petrovic, an
ally of Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic. Broadway pror\flicer David Merrick died in London at age 88.

Todaylnilistory
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Kentucky teen's screenplay
wins national 'Shriekfest' honor
movies.

By VICTORIA MARTY
The Gleaner
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) —

To get a taste of what's inside
Katie Morton's head, you would
have to watch a lot of the
National Geographic channel
and have a distinct interest in the
paranormal.
It's those passions that gave
the I8-year-old Henderson resident the idea to write a short
horror genre screenplay called
"Safe in the House" about people who have barricaded themselves in a house — only to find
that more danger lies inside.
hope to go into screen
writing, but it's one of those professions where I think everyone
wants to go into it," Morton
said. "Right now, it's a hobby."
But that hobby has garnered
the University of Evansville
freshman a first-place award in
the Shriekfest, a festival for horror, science fiction and thriller

Morton has gotten requests

from people from the festival to
learn more about the film. She
has also been invited to post a
copyright version of her screen
play on an Internet site that
helps directors find available
scripts.
Morton, daughter of John and
Emily Morton, always had an
interest in screen writing.
She wrote her first screen
play when she was 8 years old,
and later, when she was 10 or
11, she rewrote the Star Wars
series because she thought it to
be, well, a bit sexist.
"I was really angry at it all,"
she laughed. "So I put the main
character as a girl and kind of
went from there."
Morton is taking six classes
at Evansville, four of which
have to do with her theater
major. But her creative writing
class, where she is studying
poetry, is one of her favorites.

She likes writing so much
that she is sure she wants to
include it in whatever career she
chooses.
"I haven't written anything in
like two months and it's driving
me crazy," she said. "I need it.
It's not necessarily a choice. It's
a necessity."
Some of her favorite screen
writers are Caroline Thompson,
wrote
"Edward
who
Scissorhands" and "Nightmare
Christmas,"
and
Before
Alexander Payne, who wrote
one of this year's Oscar nomipicture:
nees
for
best
"Sideways."
While she recognizes that
screen writing — as a career —
would be competitive, she is
excited about the process of
writing.
"The more you actually start
caring about these (characters)
whose lives you are creating ...
the more fun it is," Morton said.
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Katie Morton is seen with
her Shriekfest Film Festival
award in Henderson, Ky.
The 18-year-old wrote a
short horror genre screenplay called "Safe in the
House" about people who
have barricaded themselves in a house, only to
find that more danger lies
inside and that garnered
the University of Evansville
freshman
a
first-place
award in the Shriekfest, a
festival for horror, science
fiction and thriller movies.
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Choosing Miss
Spring No Easy Task
By Slone Cansler/Advertising Manager
here are lots of exciting days
tor the sales staff at the
Ledger & Times. There's the
. day we get finished with our
In Our Backyard magazine and
anxiously await its publication and
the day before Thanksgiving when
the newspaper is flooded with tons
of Christmas ads heralding the official start of the holiday shopping
season. And, every now and then,
there's that random, crazy day
when everything that could go
wrong does and somehow we still
find a way to laugh about it.
But, without a doubt, the most
exciting day of the year at the
newspaper is the day that we
announce Miss Spring.
There's nothing like the feeling
when we burst into a young lady's
classroom and present her with that
banner and flowers. The look on

T

her face starts at complete confusion and ends in absolute joy. And
the parents, who are always notified a day in advance, finally get to
celebrate after keeping a huge
secret for 24 hours.
For 31 years now, Miss Spring
has been one of the most successful
special publications produced by
the Ledger. Community support for
the section has only gotten stronger
since we decided, in 2003, to choose
a Miss Spring from each school. In
all the years past, Miss Spring was
chosen from one school and the
selection alternated — Calloway
County one year and Murray the
next. That system inevitably left a
deserving young lady out each
year. Our first dual Miss Spring
issue featured Rebecca Cripps from
See SELECTION/Page 3

Robyn Ryan
Miss Spring 2005
Calloway County High School

Laura Mitchell
Miss Spring 2005
Murray High School
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print
Selection process has evolved over publication's 31 years in
From Page 2

Calloway and Summer Williams
from Murray. The response from
everyone was overwhelming. As
for us, we can't figure out why we
didn't think of it sooner.
This year, our tradition continues
and two lovely young ladies,
Robyn Ryan from Calloway and
Laura Mitchell from Murray, share
the honor of Miss Spring 2005.
Readers will learn all about Robyn
and Laura in this very 4pecial section. We've had a ball taking photos
and shooting the cover. I know the
girls are nearly exhausted from
running all over town, but I hope
they've had a wonderful, unforgettable time.
Every year someone wants to
know how Miss Spring is chosen
and though the method of selection
has varied over 31 years we believe
we've finally found the best way to
select our Misses Spring.
Advertising staff members met
with principals at both high schools
in February and filled them in on
our new selection process.
Principals in turn notified students
that any senior girl who wanted to
be Miss Spring had to fill out an

application outlining at least a 3.0
grade point average as well as
school and community activities
and write an essay about why they
would want to be Miss Spring. A
selection committee of seven people would vote based on applications and essays submitted by each
candidate. The two young ladies,
one from each school, who received
the most votes from the committee
made up of each school's guidance
counselor, two community members and three members of the
advertising staff would be named
Miss Spring.
Although I did not serve on the
selection committee this year, I've
read all the applications and essays.
Choosing Misses Spring could not
have been an easy task. All the
young ladies who applied were
fine, upstanding students with
proven leadership abilities and a
desire to accomplish something in
this world. This community and its
schools have a great deal to be
proud of.
Robyn and Laura have a great
deal to be proud of, as well. They,
like so many Misses Spring before
them, have been able to interact

Robyn Ryan -

Laura Mitchell

times Miss Spring herself and, not
surprisingly, they are always doing
great things. I know that years of
extraordinary parenting, excellent
school systems and just plain old
hard work and determination have
had the most to do with where
these young ladies end up, but I
like to think that Miss Spring and
the Ledger played at least a small
role in letting each girl reach for
and realize her goals and dreams.

with those at the heart of our local
business community, meet people
they would not otherwise have
known and, hopefully, gained an
even greater senses of self-confidence and grace. And we get to
know two wonderful young ladies
we might never have met.
It's so much fun to keep up with
them over the years and follow
their accomplishments. We often
run into their mothers and some-

Lilly says,
"Congratulations"
to Misses Spring
Robyn and Laura!
The Ckettj
TIft
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Robyn breaks out of
shell to shock of some
he old Robyn Ryan might not
have handled such public
excitement so well. The new
Robyn Ryan, though, came through
with flying colors — and a new
title, too.
Just a few weeks ago, the
Calloway County High School sen-

T

ior was simply minding her business inside the school's newspaper
office when she suddenly became
the center of attention. Like something from a Publisher's Clearing
House commercial, a large group of
smiling people carrying flowers
and banners was coming toward

ho
yo
an
th
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Ti

tOW)
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Once shy, Calloway County High School senior Robyn Ryan is now
brimming with confidence in herself.
her.
moment — a girl bursting with self
In earlier years, anxiety might
confidence was able to gleefully
have paralyzed the once-painfully
accept a moment she thought
shy Robyn. On this day, though —
would never come.
after getting over the shock of the
See ROBYN/Page 6
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'That Pella girl' Laura fits in well in Murray
rowing up in different
cities, Laura Mitchell got
a taste of the pomp and
circumstance associated with
honors and accolades given to
young women associated with
an event. In Louisville, it was
the Derby Princesses who coincided with the Run for the
Roses. In Iowa, it was the Tulip
Time Court.
All the while, Laura would
think how nice it would be to
be a part of something like
that. And now, she is. The
Murray High School senior
was named Miss Spring 2005
along with Robyn Ryan, a fellow senior at Calloway County
High School.
That was the day her work
on the yearbook staff at MHS
came to a grinding halt.
"Basically, I saw a bunch of
people walking into the room,
but I really didn't pay any
attention, Laura recalled of
the coronation in yearbook
advisor Jill Herndon's classroom."The next thing I know

G

(Ledger & Times advertising
manager Slone Cansler)is putting a sash on me that said I
was the new Miss Spring.
"It was pretty exciting."
Mitchell said she had looked
at the Miss Spring publication
the previous two years, but
had not really envisioned being
part of it herself ... not that the
thought did not go through her
mind. •
"I had been sitting at the
lunch room table with Lauren
Peal (Miss Spring 2004 for
MHS)when she was told that
she had been selected and I do
remember thinking,'Wow!
This would be something nice
to have."
"When we were in
Louisville, she was around the
Derby Princesses. Then when
we moved to Iowa, she would
see what was called the Tulip
Time Court, and she would
think,'Oh, wouldn't it be neat
if I could be part of that?" her
mother, Kathy, remembered.
Laura Mitchell, believed to
be the first Miss Spring in the

Laura &
Robyn know the
best family fun
is at Nick's!

title's 31 year history not to
have lived here at least half of
her life, has been part of the
MHS scene since her sophomore year moving here from
Pella, Iowa. Pella is home of
Pella Windows & Doors company, which made Murray its
first Kentucky satellite manufacturing facility in 2002.
Mitchell's father, John, now
serves as president and chief
operating officer of the
advanced materials division.
Her former home is also the
source of her nickname,
acquired one day during preseason track practice as a sophomore. All it took was one look
from then-coach Monica Evans
at the Pella T-shirt Laura was
wearing that day.
"Everybody just started calling me 'Pella' or 'that Pella
girl," she said. And it wasn't
until attending a track meet
that first season that her parents were able to experience
the "Pella" phenomenon first
See LAURA/Page 8
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Robyn has three jobs to stay busy
From Page 6

popular member of her student body. In her
final year as a high school student, she has had
a pair of big honors come her way by being
named captain of two athletic teams — the girls
golf team and the Laker cheerleading squad.
"That and my jobs ... those have helped me
most, I think," she said.
Her work career began as an attendant at the
Oaks Country Club pro shop in the summer of
2002. This summer, though, that will be one of
three jobs she will have, along with being a
receptionist at The Exercise Room fitness facility
while continuing her position working the concession stand at the Cheri Theatre.
"I was a lot more shy before working at the
Oaks, so having those jobs definitely did something for me, especially at the Cheri on Friday
nights. I'm dealing with all kinds of people
then," she said.
However, according to her mother, her ascension within the cheerleading ranks has been the
tell-tale sign of how dramatic the blossoming
process has been for Robyn."I never saw Robyn
as really a leader until this year. She'd always
been a follower type that would always do her
part well, but I'd never seen her as the type that
could lead others."

She also believes her daughter's stints as a
mission team member from Glendale Road
Church of Christ may have had something to do
with those leadership skills being realized.
"They ran a vacation bible school in Texas
two years and she was a leader for that. That
meant she had to do plays for the kids, put
together skits and games, and I think that really
gave her some confidence," Tina Ryan added.
"Now,she's even taking a public speaking class
at church.
"That's one of those where you bear that and
say,'Yeah right,' because this is the same girl
that would duck her head and grab my leg and
hide behind me because she was so scared of
new people years ago."
"She'll look you in the eye now," chimed in
Robyn's father, Dayid, proud of how his daughter has continued looking for new challenges. In
her list of activities, she is a Relay for Life volunteer, student volunteer for activities with
Need Line and the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, as well as student ambassador
for the community's CharacterCounts! celebration.
"She's tried just about everything, I think, but
that's been good for her."
- John Wright

Robyn has a full slate of activities, including volunteer work for Relay for Life.
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Laura also enjoys Miss Spring title
From Page 5
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Academic challenges come easy for Laura
f history is any indication for
Laura Mitchell, the traditionally male-dominated world of
engineering will be getting a
heavy-hitting female pretty soon.
Mitchell, Murray High School
Miss Spring 2005, has met just
about every challenge given to her
with ease, including that which
usually gives high schoolers their
biggest fits — academics. When
she graduates from MHS this May,
she will accept her diploma more
than likely having accumulated a
perfect 4.0 grade point average that
will be used as ammunition for
enrollment at either Purdue
University or Notre Dame.
"She has always excelled in math
and science courses, so this is
something that seems to fall into
what she'd want to do," said
Laura's mother, Kathy. "Yes, we
know that for a female this is an
odd choice, because women are
kind of outnumbered in this field.
The one thing is, though, we've
talked to many people about it who
talk about the fact that female engi-

I
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neers are needed today, and that a
lot are needed."
The Mitchell family — John, Kathy, brother Mike,and Laura. At left is an
Mitchell has visited Alabama,
adorable picture of Laura when she was 2.
Georgia Tech and Kentucky's cam- ranked in the top 10 by 2004's U.S. ing to Mitchell about having her
puses as well, and has received an
News & World Report for the
become a student is testimony to
offer from academic power
nation's best engineering schools.
Washington University of St. Louis,
The mere fact they are even talkSee CHALLENGES/Page 12
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Laura is confident in working
toward a career in the field of
engineering.
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Laura also takes on many athletic challenges
From Page 9
her brain power.
"It's just been one of those things
where I've always wanted to get
good grades. I knew that was an
important thing for me to do," she
said. Her classroom success has led
to honors such as a spot in 2005
Who's Who of American High
School Students, along with membership to MHS's chapter of the
National Honor Society.
She also admits that she's very
competitive in both academics and
athletics, which her mother said
has armed Laura quite well for the
future.
"I think gymnastics did that
quite a bit for her when she was
younger," Kathy Mitchell said of
the activity her daughter enjoyed
between ages 5 and 11. "I mean,
when you're having to do the balance beam and you're up there performing in front of people on this
four-inch-wide beam, that teaches
you a few things.
"I think there, though, is where •
she first learned about self-confi-
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s from 2004.
Laura (8) and the Murray High District Volleyball Champ
That may explain why class projdence," she added,"and it has carthat require a long time to
ects
ried over into so many others
te really do not bother the
comple
just
is
that
places for her. I mean,
such a demanding sport with all
See CHALLENGES/Page 13
the hours and hours of practice."
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From Page 12
senior. Now, the payoff could be following in
her father John's footsteps. Currently, the president and chief operating officer of the advanced
materials division at Murray's Pella plant, he
has been in the engineering field several years,
giving him the opportunity to serve as an advisor when it comes to her college aspirations.
"In the end, though, it is still her decision,"
he said.
Still, more than likely, the majority of
Mitchell's classmates, regardless of where she
goes for college, will be of the opposite sex. This
does not bother her, though, not in the least.
"She'll go out many times, and it'll be four or
five boys and she'll be the only girl there," said
her mother. "So, that's not going to bother her
at all.
"I think, through sports, she's just come to
relate better to boys. I mean, for the longest
time, the little boy across the street from us has
probably been her best friend, because they can
play sports together."
— John Wright
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Laura combines both athleticism on the court and grace off of it.
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Love of children sets Robyn's future path
obyn Ryan is a fully-admitted
victim of falling into the trap
of being affected by the
plights of children. She needs no
reform, though. No intervention
can possibly stop it. She is hooked
and she knows it. And she does not
want to fight it.
Therefore, she is going to do the
one thing a person in her situation
really can do to satisfy this urge.
"I'm going to be a teacher," said
Robyn, The Murray Ledger &.
Times' Miss Spring 2005 for
Callbway County High School,
who has already started the path
she hopes will lead to a job in special education."I have a class that
I'm taking right now at Murray
State where I have had 20 hours
that she is actually taking a college
helping in a classroom (at Murray
meaning she gets half credit
class,
Elementary School)and I have
from
State," said Robyn's
Murray
loved it. In fact, on the last day I
whose oldest daughTina,
mother,
was in that class, when I left, all of
her hometown
enter
to
plans
ter
the kids gave me a picture of them.
"She just decidfall.
this
university
It was really nice."
give it a try to
and
it
into
"What's really good about that is ed to go
see if she'd like it, and it's really

R

The Ryan family — Tina, David, Hannah and Robyn. At left, Robyn, at 5,
gets ready to swing for the fences.
.ion team from Glendale Road
been an enjoyable thing for her."
Church of Christ's youth ministry.
The bug to work with children
seemed to first bite Robyn during
See CHILDREN/Page 15
her stints with being part of a mis-
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Being around children showcased Robyn's passion, faith
From Page 14

She has participated in four such
outings in Louisiana, Texas and,
last year, in Mexico; however the
two years of the mission teams'
working in the rural areas around
the east Texas city of Lufkin,
seemed to have the most impact.
There, she was exposed to
youngsters from the area on a fulltime basis, not only helping to perhaps show her the way to her
future, but helping her combat her
lifelong battle with shyness.
"She's grown up a bit since I've
gotten to know her," said Nick
Through her work and school activities, Robyn has grown in her
Hutchens, youth minister at
leadership
skills.
Glendale Road, who supervised the
to
gain
a
great deal of confidence.
journeys and saw Robyn gain in
force responsibility onto these kids
As she got older, particularly when because that lets them gain confileadership skills — such as those
we went to Lufkin, her leadership
dence. In her case, I think she had
that will be required for teaching
skills did continue to develop as
to see what she was capable of, and
someday — as she was put in
she was given both the chance to
she saw she could do a lot."
charge of organizing children's
work with others, but also big
Hutchens also believes the area
activities for vacation bible'school
responsibilities that went with it,"
of service Robyn has chosen for a
those years in Texas.
"Her's was a typical transforma- Hutchens added."And it's not just career fits her, based on her prevition, I suppose, where she was able with her. Sometimes, we do try to
See HEART/Page 16
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Robyn's heart has need to
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From Page 15

303 North 12th St
Next to The Mane Event
759-2100

ous experiences.
Her mother and I have talked
with her some about going into
this," said Robyn's dad David."She
said she wanted to go into some

area whet.e she can specialize in
something that really helps people,
and I think this is a good way to go.
"She's got a good heart."
— John Wright
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eenagers, admittedly, have a reputation for
emotions turning on a dime. Happy one
minute. Sad or mad the next. This year's
Murray High School Miss Spring Laura
Mitchell can testify, though, that sharp turns can
lead to plenty of good things.
Still, things weren't always rosy for Mitchell,
who,in Iowa, was facing her third long-distance
move since she was in her elementary years
with the transplant of her father, John, from
Pella Windows and Doors' home office to its
new facility in Kentucky.
"I was not happy. Really, for the first month
or so we were here, I didn't want to like anything about Murray," she said of the move from
Pella, Iowa that came five years after moves
from Louisville and Wales in the United
Kingdom."Now, though, I think I like the town
of Murray a lot more than I ever did Iowa."
One thing missing from the transition to
Murray was that Laura didn't have to give up a
passion as she had when her family moved to
Iowa when she was 11. In Louisville, she spent
five years — three or four days a week — m
competitive gymnastics, an activity her parents
feel has had as much to do with her self--confidence and teenage successes as anything.
But that activity had to disappear. Then,just
when it appeared the moving was over, they
learned Murray would be coming into the picture.

T
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"If I could've waved a magic wand to make
her feel better somehow, I would've," said dad
John Mitchell, whose continued promotions
prompted the family's moves."She was never
bitter, though. She never was crying or anything. But you could just tell she wasn't happy.
And she wasn't talking to me a whole lot in
those times, either. It had me questioning did I
make the right decision.
"It's easy to justify it all by saying that getting
a child used to change is a good thing, and, in
the end, it probably has been that way for her
because she's been using that experience in a lot
of things," he added. "Still, you just question
yourself."
Needless to say, the questions have ceased.
Once Laura was able to get over the disappointment of leaving friendships she had built in
Iowa, her ability to adjust to new surroundings
began taking center stage.
"It almost changed overnight," John said.
"During her weekdays up to that point, she had
spent most of her time on the computer or on
the phone talking with her friends back in Iowa. Laura, ready for the 2004 Murray
High School
Then, one night, I went to a basketball game to
prom,
with
friends
Cory
Zirbel,
left,
and Tim
pick her up and I waited in the car like I always
Masthay,
right.
did. Usually, she would've been right out there
to go home, but this night she wasn't coming
He introduced himself, shook my hand and
out right away. So, I waited and waited and,
then
Laura said,'Dad, there is a party happenfinally, after 15 minutes, she came out with
(MHS student-athlete Cory Zirbel).
See MURRAY/Page IS
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Murray place where Laura now calls'home'
1 rom Page 17

tng at (another student's house).
( an I go?' That was when I knew it
,‘ as getting better for her."
Patty Patterson, Murray High
L,chool's receptionist, can relate to
the difficulty Laura and her parents
taced in those days. Five years ago,
Patterson's family moved to
Murray from Illinois, which meant
her daughter, Ashley, then a junior,
was also making the long trek from
familiar territory at a rather fragile
time in life.
However, Patterson said the way
her daughter was received made
the experience easier, much like it
has been for Laura Mitchell.
"What I've seen here is that the
kids are just really good to each
other, and I can tell you that is not
how it would've been at the place
(her two leading choices for colwe've grown closet I've talked to
we came from," Patterson said of
lege), she will
be fazed by the
so many other mothers that have
their Illinois home.
fact she will probably not know a
been through this, and they say the
Still, as John Mitchell suggests,
single student the first day of class- same thing. So, yes, I'mgoing to
Laura has had to do a lot of the
miss her next year," Kathy said.
adjusting herself, which is probably es.
However,
mother,
her
Kathy,
said
"I'm
going to need to get a good car
going to better prepare for the
while Laura may handle it well, it is for all the trips I'm going to want to
future. In fact, Laura herself has
going to be tough watching her go. make."
said that, come next fall, when she
"Because of the moves,I think
— John Wright
enters either Notre Dame or Purdue

HERITAGEBANK

Young Laura at the Tower of
London. At left, Laura is 1.

HERITAGE

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.

.YWW BARKWITHHERITAGt.COM

210 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7921
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"Operation Y Camp"
YMCA's Summer Day Camp at North Elementary
May 31-July 22(excluding July 4)M-F —7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
WEEKLYMEMES
5/31-6/3
American Heroes
6/6-6110— Down & Dirty
6/13-6/17 — Out of this World
6/20-6/24 — Sportsmania
6/27-7/1 — Rewind Time
7/5-7/8 — Land of the Free
7/11-7/15 — Disney Review
7/1 8-7/22 — Spotlight: Superheroes
Financial assistance available tough YMCA & Audubon payments arc
accepted Call 759-9622 tor mom informatik*.
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• Brakes • Tune-ups • Tires/Alignment
• Transmission Service .2,4-hour Towing
• 3,1 Point Vehicle Inspection
• Lube, Oil, Filter Change & much more!!
Harlan Quality Express Care Coming Soon!!!
408 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 420710 767-0101
www.harlanautomotive.com
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Work's not a word that gets Robyn down
I

f one statement could be made
as a summation of Robyn
Ryan's character, it probably
could be made in five words:
She's not afraid of work.
She holds a solid 3.68 grade
point average at Calloway County
High School with one of the classes
offering a head start for her soonto-be freshman year at Murray
State University. However,it is outside school life that the Murray
Ledger & Times'2005 Miss Spring
for CCHS and her appetite for
work really shows.
Not only has she poured her
heart into mission projects with the
youth ministry at Glendale Road
Church of Christ the last four
years, she also has taken a headfirst dive into life in the teenage
work force, one that will see the
Robyn,right,works during a mission trip with her church group at Glendale
waters become even deeper in a
Road Church of Christ.
few weeks when she begins work
"I just got my first checkihg
time.
as a receptionist at The Exercise
account, so I'm hoping that, this
"With three jobs, I'm definitely
Room, alocal fitness facility. That
summer,I can really start saving
going, to have something to do
goes with att
atshe has held for a
some money for college," said
nearly all the time, and I really like
little morea year working in
Ryan, who said having three jobs
that."
the concessions area at the Cheri
will allow her to stay busy."I know
Her position at the Oaks seemed
Theatre and her pro shop attendant's position at the Oaks Country some of my friends don't have jobs, to come rather naturally, being that
and it makes me wonder what
she has played the game of golf for
Club that introduced her to the
they're going to do just to pass the
several years. This past fall, m fact,
paid work community in 2002.
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she finished her high school career
as captain of the Lady Laker team.
That activity has provided a
bonding mechanism for Robyn and
her father, David, who has been a
golfing enthusiast for many years.
"I think she got into (golf) more
for me than her. She knew how
much I liked it and she decided to
go into it for herself, and, yeah. I'm
happy she did. It's been good for
us," he said. Both father and
daughter have even participated in
several tournaments together over
the past few years.
"You do need your mom more
for girl issues, but your dad is also
a very important part. He's been
more of a-behind-the-scenes type,"
Robyn said. "He's also an awesome
Christian man. I can usually talk
about anything with him."
Those discussions have been in
many places, from home to the golf
course, even in faraway places, like
Texas and Mexico on Glendale missions. During last year's mission in
Mexico where the Glendale Road
team helped construct a new
church in a rural area, mother Tina
Ryan said even she was impressed
See WORK/Page 20
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DUMPLIN'S
305 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-0000
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BRIM'S QUALITY
SERVICE 8 LUIZ, INC.
The Golden Rude 18 Our Policy!
507 S. 12th St.• Murray • 759-0003 •(Next to Log Cabin Restaurant)
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Though not a tomboy, Robyn
isn't afraid to get to work

IM

From Page 19

with how her daughter attacked the
task at hand.
"In the other missions we had
done, there had not been as much
building involved as there was
with this one," she said, observing
that her daughter had not been
known for handling dirt and sweat
all that well. "Oh no, she's not a
tomboy, and really, she does not
like having to get dirty like that.
I'm telling you, though, I've never
seen her work the way she did on
that mission before. She really got
in there and did a lot. I was proud."
"Before we went down there, I
told (the youth group) that this was
not something glamorous, that they
were going to get very hot and very
dirty, and that will be a week that
they're going to see everybody's
warts, if you will," said Glendale
Robyn typifies the duality of glamyouth minister Nick Hutchens.
"She jumped in and worked as
our in front of the camera and grit
hard as a lot of the guys did. I was
when it's time to get to work.
very pleased with her."
— John Wright

Congratulations
Robyn
Laura
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405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th St.• www.themurraybank.com
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Your Complete Plumbing,
Electric & Hardware Store
Since 1955
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Authorized Snapper Dealer!
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"Serving You Since
1955 With Quality
Products And
Service You
Deserve"

SUPPLY COMPANY
Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Prdessionals
Inc.
YOlif

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.
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See Us For All Your
Rental Needs
Voted
Calloway County's
Favorite
Hardware Store
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